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(I AM) NOBODY’S LUNCH

(a cabaret about how we know what we know when 
nobody knows if everyone else is lying and when 
someone or something wants to have you for lunch)



This text is constructed from interviews 
conducted with actual persons.
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The stage is bare except for a small duffel bag. A cast member 
enters and speaks to the audience.

PeRFORmeR: Oh hi, gosh wow, hi everyone. So…before we 
start our show, ‘(I am) Nobody’s Lunch (a cabaret about 
how you know what you know when nobody knows if 
everyone else is lying and when someone or something 
wants to have you for lunch)’, I just want – look here’s 
the thing, we did some focus groups and some of 
our previous audience members expressed a feeling 
that…that our show was well, confusing. So – that is 
NOT what we want to do to you, is that clear? So here’s 
the basics. We interviewed people and asked them how 
they know what they know – today. How they know 
what’s real, what’s true and then we’ll play the people 
we talked to… Yeah? And we started interviewing in 
what like 2003 and then we just keep going back for 
more. Like here, I’ll do one right now:

The perforMer interviews an audience member very briefly 
and then portrays his or her response.

Okay you get the idea? Great. That’s great. So yeah 
remember 2003? ‘Weapons of mass Destruction’ 
‘Shock and Awe’ ‘mission Accomplished’ yeah that 
was 2003. ‘mission Accomplished.’ What else 2003, 
uh Tom Cruise was with Penelope Cruz. Wasn’t that… 
(Implied: ‘weird’.) Cruise. Cruz. Cruise. Cruz. And uh 
Private Jessica Lynch – do you know who she? She’s 
not the one with the leash and the: (Does thumbs up.) 
– that’s later. Jessica Lynch, u.S. Army, captured by 
the Iraqis, she was a victim. Then a hero. Victim. Hero. 
Victim. Hero. Then the BBC did an exposé about the 
u.S. rescue how it was sortof staged for the cameras. 
Like this. A stage. Oh right – also! Last thing. This is a 
cabaret, okay? So there’s no plot. No. Plot. As in story. 
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I mean there are plots… there are plots against people 
aren’t there? So, right.

ANoTher perforMer peers out onto the stage, looking at 
the small duffel bag.

ANOTHeR PeRFORmeR: Hey. What is – THAT?

PeRFORmeR: Oh that’s weird. Huh. excuse me is this 
somebody’s bag? Did anyone leave this bag here?

She moves towards the bag.

ANOTHeR PeRFORmeR: Chht.

PeRFORmeR: What? It’s just a – 

ANOTHeR PeRFORmeR: With everything that just 
happened? In…you know. And with all the…you know.

PeRFORmeR: Right. You’re right. (To the audience.) Hey this 
is no time to be leaving…bags…laying, lying, laying…
about. (Calling offstage left.) Is this / someone’s – 

ANOTHeR PeRFORmeR: (Calling offstage right.) Is this 
someone’s bag? HeY!

The rest of the cast peers out and sees the bag.

PeRFORmeR: There is a bag on the stage.

everyone looking like it’s not their bag.

It’s not…? No one…?

THIRD PeRFORmeR: (Moving towards bag.) Well why don’t 
we just – 

ANOTHeR PeRFORmeR: Well, yeah but – 

PeRFORmeR: No no no. We don’t know what’s in that bag 
there could be anything I mean we should not touch that 
bag.
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(I AM) NOBODY’S LUNCH

everyone gathered round the bag.

FOuRTH PeRFORmeR: Stand back!

flinching.

THIRD PeRFORmeR: Jesus Christ.

FOuRTH PeRFORmeR: I mean just stand back a little. You 
don’t want your face so close when we open it.

FIFTH PeRFORmeR: I really don’t think we should open it 
or move it or touch it.

ANOTHeR PeRFORmeR: She’s right.

Actors stuck.

PeRFORmeR: (To audience.) We are so sorry about this.

THIRD PeRFORmeR: Hold on. It’s just a bag.

he picks up the bag.

ANOTHeR PeRFORmeR: Go ahead…

THIRD PeRFORmeR: I’m just gonna…

FIFTH PeRFORmeR: Sure. Fine. All yours.

As ThIrD perforMer is leaving there’s a meow from inside 
the bag. ThIrD perforMer pauses, then exits. At a loss of 
what to do, perforMer looks to ANoTher perforMer who 
cues her to keep going.

PeRFORmeR: So then. On with the show!

SONG  –  THE TELEPHONE SONG

Text indicated with a ‘ – ’ is spoken.

ring.
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– Why are you asking me this? Whatever, you have your 
reasons, right?

– You’re not taping this are you? What was that sound? Is 
someone else on the phone?

ring.

– She said: ‘Carrie this is Germany. This is Germany in the 
1930s.’

–  I have friends who work for A.B.C., C.B.S. news who 
say they’ve been given tapes by the government, pre-cut 
tapes and they’re just running them without editing. I 
mean I don’t want to buy in to the: (Uses his hands to say 
‘conspiracy theories’.)

– I mean I’m not sure just hearing about things is real 
unless you’re a very trusting person. The radio sings 
about love, for instance, but love’s something you have 
to experience for yourself to know it… That’s true. Or 
at least I think that’s true!

ring.

SOLO

Since we’ve been going out I’m seeing one thing clearly:

You never ever say a word to me sincerely.

When will you come into focus

And show me the way?

CHORUS

Don’t you want to be in love?

Don’t you want a love that’s true?

Don’t you want to feel it’s true in your heart?
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SOLO

And though I’m waiting 

to be in your arms 

enveloped,

You’re like a photograph 

that’s never quite 

developed.

Why won’t you come into 

focus

And show me the way?

CHORUS

Wouldn’t it be great to be 

young?

Wouldn’t it great to believe?

Wouldn’t it be great to 

believe

From the start?

ring.

– Why are you asking me this?

–  I read the paper and I’m like – all of this is lies! I mean, I 
don’t remember feeling this before, that it was all a lie.

ring.

– What do I need a President who’s going to entertain me? 
I don’t need a whole: (Gesture meaning ‘song and dance’.)

– We were lying in my bed and Kate’s holding me and she 
said to me: ‘I love you more than anyone does. more 
than your mother loves you, more than your father 
loves you, more than anyone.’ And then she broke up 
with me a week later. (Laughs.)

ring.

SOLO

How do I know what I know?

Hm…I guess I don’t think I know…well…I don’t know, 

wait…

I know a lot about a lot of things…wait…I know…wait…

I know a lot about a lot about a lot of things…
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SOLO

But I don’t know a lot 

about one thing…no, 

wait. I know – 

No. I don’t know a lot 

about one thing, but I 

know a little about a lot 

of things. Pathetic. I’m 

pathetic.

CHORUS

Wouldn’t it be great to be 

young?

Wouldn’t it be great to 

believe?

Wouldn’t it be great to 

believe

From the start?

SOLO

What are you so afraid of?

We’re gonna find an answer,

It’s just around the corner and I know…

What are you so afraid of?

We’re gonna find an answer,

It’s just around the corner and I know…

ring.

– Why are you asking me this?

– I think there are two reasons why 9/11 happened – 

– Do you think Tom Cruise is gay?

– YeS.

– Why do you ask that? Who cares?

– I’ve heard from a ton of different sources, different 
people. One of my friends her father is an agent and 
he’s always telling us things about people.

– Doesn’t he have a wife now and like four kids or 
something…? He’s a terrible actor.

– He’s a very good actor! He is!! Top Gun!! I love his 
movies. He’s a prick but I still love his movies.
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– How do you know he’s a prick?

– I don’t know, I’ve read interviews with him, I’ve seen 
him on talk-shows, he’s just really arrogant.

– You know, why don’t you just ask me the questions. She’s 
my wife. I’m sure I’d know how she’d answer.

– That’s why I always end up staying in bad relationships. I 
can’t leave.

– That’s why I always end up staying in bad relationships. I 
can’t leave.

CHORUS

Don’t you want to be in 

love?

Don’t you want a love 

that’s true?

Don’t you want to feel it’s 

true in your heart?

SOLO

Tom Cruise is definitely gay,

Tom Cruise is definitely gay,

Tom Cruise is definitely gay,

That’s what my hairdresser 

says and he knows.

CHORUS

Wouldn’t it be 

great to be 

young?

Wouldn’t it 

be great to 

believe?

Wouldn’t it 

be great to 

believe from 

the start?

SOLO

Tom Cruise is 

definitely gay,

Tom Cruise is 

definitely gay,

Tom Cruise is 

definitely gay,

That’s what my 

hairdresser says 

and he knows.

SOLO

What is happening 

with the bag?

Is nobody 

concerned about 

the bag?

What are we doing 

with the bag?

Does nobody else 

care about the 

bag? Oh, God!

CHORUS

What are you so afraid of?

We’re gonna find an answer,

It’s just around the corner and I know…
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What are you so afraid of?

We’re gonna find an answer,

It’s just around the corner and I know…

What are you so afraid of?

We’re gonna find an answer,

It’s just around the corner and I know…

JeSSICA LYNCH OPTOmeTRIST: Hello, yes this is Jessica 
Lynch. Yes, this is Oregon, Portland Oregon. Okay. I’m 
an optometrist. Okay. What I think happened to Jessica 
Lynch? Are you serious? Okay. Well I know, you know, 
what was on TV. Her convoy was on a mission…or 
something… and…she…got stopped… (Implied: male 
voice in background.) What? Oh, ambushed. Yeah, that’s 
the word ambushed. (To male.) I know, I just said it. 
Ambushed, by the Iraqi army. And then they went 
in for her, you know with night goggles and the big 
rescue…God yeah. You know, I hear that people think 
it was like, all for show that the rescue was like all for 
show but… Not ONe of my friends, my family, not 
ONe person I know has ever mentioned anything of 
the sort. And now the media’s saying too that there was, 
you know, no weapons of mass destruction and…no 
reason, and I…I…I don’t believe that. But really, as 
far as this subject goes, I haven’t given it that much 
thought, because I don’t really…um…care…

A sad, long meow from offstage. perforMerS enter and set 
up the next scene. Sad meows of a trapped cat.

PeRFORmeR 1: Should we…?

PeRFORmeR 2: Not now.

PeRFORmeR 1: But it sounds like there’s a – 

PeRFORmeR 3: Right. Probably that’s true, but
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PeRFORmeR 2: Shh… I think it’s stopped.

NONAGeNARIAN: (Scolding a barking, growling toy poodle.) 
Sweetie! Sweetie! She’s not going to hurt you. You just 
stop it! Stop it Sweetie! Stop it! (To audience.) This dog is 
so dramatic. my younger daughter, she decided to get 
a poodle too. But her poodle is as big as a horse. It’s 
beautiful. It’s beautiful. It looks like a prime minister. 
But it’s huge. Do you like dogs?

BOY: Something is real when it’s living and something’s 
not real when it is not alive. Sponge Bob is not real. 
And neither are witches. Oh! I have to tell you this 
great story… There was a place, a long time ago, where 
people thought other people were witches and they’d 
throw them in the water and if they swam they were 
witches and if they drowned they weren’t witches. Isn’t 
that ridiculous?

NONAGeNARIAN: I love my dog. She’s spoiled. But that’s 
my fault. But I’d be lost without her. Aside from that I 
read. I read everything. And I would like to start with 
a statement that is breaking my heart. The New York 
Times was always my news source, but now it’s just not 
the same newspaper that I started to read when I was in 
high school. The ’20s. I was born in 1913.

BOY: I get afraid if I’m alone. If I’m alone here at the house 
I can get scared, and we have Penny now, and I feel 
less afraid. She can’t do anything, but she barks. We 
have a cat too. She’s huge. We took her to the vet to 
get, um to get de-clawed because she was scratching up 
the screens. And when she came back she was really 
depressed and she never moved, she just ate, so she’s 
fat. But it turns out she wasn’t the one clawing at the 
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window. It was the other cats from outside, trying to get 
in. We ruined our cat.

NONAGeNARIAN: When I was younger, I used to read this 
slightly…quasi-communist paper. It just seemed more, 
much more…questioning. But you had to be careful, 
because of this Senator mcCarthy. He was checking 
into teachers, because they were generally left-leaners. 
It was very frightening for me, because you could lose 
your job. Now I’m feeling unhappy about my country 
because I do not understand the president I have… 
Presidents have been inadequate. Presidents have been 
crooked. Presidents have been whatever…not behaving 
well. (Oh I can’t forgive Clinton. He should have had 
better taste.) But this man is really incredible. I’m 
afraid… I’ll tell you that as a child of immigrant parents, 
who lived during mcCarthy, I’m afraid to send a letter 
to the editor of the New York Times. I’m afraid to say 
something negative about Bush because someone will 
come down on me and I’m just too old now to handle 
it. And I’m very disappointed in the Democrats. I’ve 
always thought they were more concerned with the 
general population. They used to go out in the streets 
with papers and say, ‘This is not good. This is what’s 
really going on.’ But now…I don’t know what people 
care about. It’s like people have forgotten how to feel 
pain. It’s a loss of sensitivity. And those are the type of 
people that don’t have dogs.

Cat meows from offstage. The pIANIST brings the bag out on 
stage. perforMerS figuring out what to do.

PeRFORmeR: Just give us a minute.

ANoTher perforMer takes the bag out of the theater and 
gives it to a hoUSe MANAGer.
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ANOTHeR PeRFORmeR: No it was just there. It’s not ours. It 
just showed up. Could you just – take care of it? Thanks 
so much.

OTHeR PeRFORmeR: We’re really sorry about this.

SONG – SOMEONE TO KEEP ME WARM

I used to think that I was independent:

My life was mine,

My life was fine,

Always the plaintiff never the defendant.

But then things changed,

Life rearranged,

And I just want to sit back and be told,

To be controlled,

To be secure,

So now the one I’m searching for is…

Someone to keep me warm,

Someone to guard me,

Someone to bear the storm,

To print and card me;

Not just some stage-door John

Who’ll venerate me,

The one I’m set upon

Will dominate me.

He’ll tell me when I’m good,

And he’ll gold-star me

If I do what I should;

He’ll never scar me

And though I’m frightened

And though he’ll sometimes scare me

I’m more enlightened

And in the end he’ll spare me.
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I need to feel his power

Each day and every hour.

Don’t try to change my mind

‘Cause I can’t hear you;

He’s told me of your kind

And not to fear you.

And if he’s big and strong,

I’ll love him right or wrong;

He beats me black and blue,

Then I deserve that too.

What of the child I was?

What of the life I had?

I need to feel him near me,

I need to feel him hurt me,

I need to feel him need me,

I need to need to need him so…

Someone to keep me warm.

CHANNeLeR: Okay well, what will happen is that I’ll take a 
minute to empty my thoughts and get centered – maybe 
less than a minute, but maybe a minute, and then 
you can ask him whatever you like. This is sort of an 
informational download, right?

I now declare myself a clear and open channel this day. 
I declare that only that which is in conscious service 
to the light shall speak to me or through me this day. 
I declare that all that be brought forward be for the 
highest good of all those involved. Amen.

The eNTITY arrives in the ChANNeLer’s body.

eNTITY: All right. Hmm. Tell me your name my boy. 
Where would you have me begin speaking or would 
you like to ask me questions? I see. Go ahead.
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I am from the Pleiades. Do you know the Pleiades? 
It is a star system not far away from your planet. Yes 
of course I am there now, but I am also here. If you 
saw me now as I really am you would imagine that I 
am, mmmm…sleeping. All right, what is your next 
question?

I see, you are wondering about fear. I will give you an 
assignment: go to the news and count the number of 
times you hear words of caution in a single hour. Fear it 
is feared that it is caution oh be warned it’s dangerous 
the world is dangerous – so everyone is always worried 
about getting stabbed in the street or losing their jobs 
and starving to death or the whole world blowing up.

Loud knocking sound, tires screeching and a car driving 
away.

HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: I started working here, just before 
September 11th so two years now. Yeah. And see 
my department after 9/11 was made part of D.H.S. 
– Department of Homeland Security. Right. And I’m in 
charge of policy for student visas. So now I’m five away 
from the President. And completely alone. Ideologically. 
Yeah. I’m twenty-four. (Giggles.) I stay in things way after 
when I should have gotten out. Like I always end up 
staying in bad relationships. Like this job. my friends 
all tell me to save myself and get out but I can’t leave. 
Because ideologically I’m the only here. Yeah, I’m seen 
as the Trojan liberal. And, yeah, I’m working fourteen-
hour days. I got today off because I told them I would 
quit if I didn’t. Yeah, I had the day off except I had to 
go to a meeting from 12:00 to 4:40. That’s a day off. 
(Giggles.)

phone rings.
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eGYPTIAN GRAD STuDeNT: Yeah hello.

HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: When are you doing this piece? 
Because what I tell you depends on… Okay, I can tell 
you. There’s this deadline of August 1st, you know, 
when the student visa tracking-system would be up and 
running. Right, for foreign students – 

eGYPTIAN GRAD STuDeNT: (on the phone.) Salam alaikum. 
Okay. I’m from egypt. I’m working on my Ph.D. I’m a 
computer engineer. Yes, you know I came here in 2001 
so yes two years in San Diego. And where are you now? 
(pause.) You live in New York? Oh… Are there a lot of 
black people? Oh I love black people. Black women are 
my weakness.

HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: I’ve been saying for a year that 
this tracking-system, it’s not gonna be ready. But the 
politicians would never budge on the deadline. Anyway, 
this date – well…we’re just not gonna make it. So, the 
tracking-system will be up but because it doesn’t work 
all these students on valid visas are gonna try to get 
back into the country after summer break – and they’re 
gonna be denied. Tens of thousands of foreign students 
stuck at the borders.

eGYPTIAN GRAD STuDeNT: Yeah, I had to go downtown to 
register as a foreign student. Oh the guy was very nice, 
but he asked me a lot of personal questions. I didn’t 
know if he was just that nice, or was being nice to try to 
get more private information from me.

HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: So the President calls us in and 
says, ‘I don’t want to look bad so by August 1st you have 
to do whatever you have to do to fix this. Do something 
– ANYTHING.’ Yeah, so that he doesn’t get blamed 
for the failure of the system we’ve got to somehow let 
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the students get back in the country without the public 
finding out we’re breaking our own enforcement rules 
and then thinking that we’re possibly letting terrorists 
right back in the country. That was my day. I’ve had a 
bad day.

eGYPTIAN GRAD STuDeNT: Oh…he asked me how many 
credit cards I had and what the numbers were…

HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: It’s that – all they care about is 
appearances.

eGYPTIAN GRAD STuDeNT: …my email address, where do 
you live, do you live in a house or apartment…

HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: Only two of the terrorists were on 
expired student visas.

eGYPTIAN GRAD STuDeNT: …who is your room-mate, is he 
from egypt as well?

HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: The rest were on visitor visas. But 
nothing has been done with the visitor visa situation.

eGYPTIAN GRAD STuDeNT: Questions that I think are 
private.

HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: Nothing.

eGYPTIAN GRAD STuDeNT: And very trivial.

HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: The level of manipulation / of 
information…

eGYPTIAN GRAD STuDeNT: I felt very embarrassed and 
stupid.

HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: …the obvious, out there, blatant 
manipulation is…
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eGYPTIAN GRAD STuDeNT: What? Oh, okay. Well, when 
Saddam invaded Kuwait, the u.S. intervened and 
stationed many American troops in the region. This was 
Bin Laden’s turning point. He felt the u.S. was taking 
on Islam and the holy city. (pause.) I don’t want to talk 
about this over the phone. I think Arabic people’s 
phones are tapped. I think the u.S. is watching all the 
Arabs. No. No. I don’t want to talk about this any more.

HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: What am I afraid of? (pause.) I’m 
afraid of the whole world. I’m afraid of our government, 
I don’t think they’re protecting us. I’m afraid of the lack 
of democracy. I’m afraid… I mean, I do feel safe in my 
tiny world – my boyfriend, my parents, my fifteen D.C. 
friends. But no, I don’t feel safe. I’m not afraid that our 
building is going to blow up. I’m afraid of the whole 
world – 

Sounds of Grand Central Station.

SOLDIeR AT GRAND CeNTRAL: Yeah, we talk about this stuff 
in the platoon. We never debate though, no. That’s the 
rule. Lieutenant. I’ve been at Grand Central two weeks 
now, after this I’ll be somewhere else.

No, I don’t really believe what they tell us in the news. 
The trick is to look at what they’re not telling you. For 
example, they tell you they’ve got a tape of Bin Laden 
talking but it’s probably a fake. They didn’t translate it. 
He’s not speaking in english. What’s the voice saying? 
We don’t know.

A passenger asks for directions.

Hold on. What train? Down that corridor take a left.

No. I don’t vote. They’re all crooks anyway. But 
you notice, all during Clinton, two terms in office, 
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no problem. Then Bush gets in office – wham. 9/11 
happens. Is that an accident? What? 9/11? Well I’m just 
saying, I wouldn’t be surprised if that was us. You get 
what I’m saying? Yeah, us. I’m not saying that’s true or 
that’s not true. I just wouldn’t be surprised. If it was.

Sure, go ahead. (Laughs quietly.) Well, I don’t know. 
I think he’s probably bisexual, but I don’t think he’s 
gay…

Loud knocking, sound of a door opening. Two teenage 
BApTISTS are outside.

BAPTIST 1: um, hi I’m from the Ridgecrest Baptist Church 
on Vaughn, and I just wanted to ask if you would 
participate in a short survey? um, first of all what is 
your name? Hi, maria. What do you do for a living? 
Okay. um how often do you go to church? Okay. If 
you were to die today do you think you would go to 
Heaven? Okay, well I can tell you how you would 
be sure. All you have to do is ask God and he will 
get you there. Would you like to ask God for his 
salvation? Okay, well, take your time. You have all our 
information there.

BAPTIST 2: maria, I don’t want to interrupt, but sometimes 
people don’t know how easy it is. We Christians are 
always yelling about this or that and sometimes people 
don’t understand how easy it is to get into Heaven. Like, 
I’ll use an analogy: if I had a million dollars in my hand, 
and I wanted to give it to you, it was a gift. everybody 
likes the money. As an actress, what would you have to 
do to get it? You, as a person.

No, you could just take it. It’s a gift and that’s what God 
is doing. It’s scary how easy it is.
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Several car doors slam shut. Tires screech as the car drives 
away.

SONG  –  IT’S SCARY HOW EASY IT IS

It’s scary how easy it is,

It’s scary how easy it is,

It’s scary how easy it is.

The Rosenbergs just got life without parole,

Kissinger admitting that he has no soul,

Patty Hearst shooting from the grassy knoll,

Aliens giving people birth control:

I wouldn’t be surprised,

Oh, no

I wouldn’t be surprised,

Oh, no

I wouldn’t be surprised,

Oh, no

I wouldn’t be surprised,

Oh, no.

eNTITY: You want to know why there is so much fear in 
your society now. Now think, are you not more secure 
and less violent than you have ever been? I will tell you 
a hundred years ago in the city where you live people 
carried guns on their hips and shot each other with 
impunity. Your people are in fact less violent now, but 
still you are very afraid. Yes? So then – why?

SONG

Priests touching altar boys is not okay,

Castro never could get over Che,

My boyfriend was exposed by the CIA,

But he never really loved me anyway.
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I wouldn’t be surprised,

Oh, no

I wouldn’t be surprised,

Oh, no

I wouldn’t be surprised,

Oh, no

I wouldn’t be surprised,

Oh, no.

phone rings.

JeSSICA LYNCH mIDDLeTON: Hi. Yep this is Jessica. What? 
Look, I really don’t know, okay? I didn’t watch any of 
the war coverage or anything, on TV or anything. uh, 
I didn’t watch ANY of the news. I just, don’t care to be 
involved with that. And if… Look. THIS IS ReALLY 
WeIRD. THIS. This QueSTIONING. Well, I think 
it’s really WeIRD. What, what are you… You’re just 
calling eVeRY Jessica Lynch in the phone book. Is that 
it? What does it matter what I think, I’m not her. It’s a 
common name. There are two more in mIDDLeTON, 
even. THAT I KNOW OF!

eNTITY: And it is so easy to encourage you to feel this panic 
in your body because you think you are all on your 
own yes? And who will protect you? This would not 
happen if you still lived in a tribe. Because tribe is about 
survival. But for you, your tribes are now so very small, 
first nuclear families and now mere couples. This is too 
small a tribe. If you remove one member of a two-
member tribe there is no tribe. You understand? Yes.

SONG

John F. Kennedy’s a major whore,

War against the Nazis was a righteous war,

Diplomatic policy’s a real bore,

We don’t do that sort of thing any more.
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JeSSICA LYNCH mIDDLeTON: Wait, WHAT?!? Who said 
that? I have never heard anyone say it wasn’t true. Wait, 
are they saying there was no Jessica Lynch AT ALL? 
Or, oh, just that it maybe didn’t happen the way they 
said it did. I don’t know. I’ve never heard that. But, you 
know, I wouldn’t be surprised.

SONG

It’s scary how easy it is,

It’s scary how easy it is,

It’s scary how easy it is.

eNTITY: Fear is a highly energetic emotion. Now let us 
say that you are a being who is not physical, but has 
an energetic body, you understand? You would have 
to eat energy, yes? The Annunaki feed off the energy 
of fear. They are creatures of pure energy and to them 
our fear is like food? You understand? (Implied: ‘No. 
The WhAT?’.) The Annunaki. No, my boy, they are 
invisible to you. They were left behind on your planet 
by a compendium of beings from other star systems. 
You see the Annunaki were meant to assist humankind 
by giving you certain technologies and so they have, 
but they misused their position. They say here come 
and plant your crops in one place don’t gather and 
hunt, you understand? Then they said oh come and 
live in these little towns – you call them cities we call 
them corrals. All of these are mechanisms to simply 
generate…hmmm. When you have a cow now you give 
them hormones to make them milk more. Think of it 
like that. They are farming you.

The door of the theater opens. hoUSe MANAGer returns with 
the bag. Leaves it on stage and exits.

PeRFORmeR: But – 
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perforMer moving the bag around from place to place 
backstage, other perforMerS ejecting it. finally perforMer 
brings the bag to the audience and places it in front of the 
front row.

Thank you. Thanks so much. (To the backstage.) Okay!

perforMerS set up the next scene.

PeRFORmeR 1: Yeah. So now we’re just going to read a 
bit of, uh…this is something we found in Newsweek. 
Newsweek magazine.

PeRFORmeR 2: (reads Newsweek magazine.) ‘Khaled el 
masri had a hard time getting people to believe him. 
even his wife didn’t know what to make of his abrupt, 
five-month disappearance last year. masri, a German 
citizen of Lebanese descent…taken off a bus in 
macedonia while on holiday,’ etc. etc. ‘Says he was then 
flown to Afghanistan, where at a u.S. prison facility he 
was shackled, repeatedly punched and questioned… 
released months later, the still mystified masri was 
deposited on a deserted road, where he brokenly tried 
to describe his nightmarish odyssey to a border guard. 
The guard responded by saying: “Don’t tell that story 
to anyone because no one will believe it. everyone will 
laugh.”’ etc. ‘The CIA…’ etc. ‘clandestine interrogation 
facilities,’ etc. ‘Global “ghost” prison system,’ etc. And 
well, then there’s more…

PeRFORmeR 1: And this is from Cathy O’Brien she wrote 
Trance formation of America The True Life Story of a CIA 
Mind Control Slave by Cathy o’Brien. We found her book 
on the internet and we’re quoting –

PeRFORmeR 3: Probably I’ll paraphrase a little – 
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PeRFORmeR 1: But – right – but quoting basically. Trance 
formation of America…

PeRFORmeR 3: (reads Cathy o’Brien.) ‘At that time, it was 
1977 and I was a ninteen year-old mind-controlled 
programmed sex-slave in the CIA Project monarch 
Freedom Train operation. Literally, I was owned by 
u.S. Senate majority leader Robert C. Byrd,’ I’m going 
to flip ahead here.

‘Project monarch was “recruiting” multigenerational 
incest-abused children. President Ford arrived at our 
house…’ And moving ahead… ‘Where I was prostituted 
to Ford. Ford unzipped his pants and said, “Pray on 
this.”’ Okay, so…

‘President Bush claimed to be a hybrid between a lizard 
– like alien and humans. And during my prostitution in 
the Oval Office he changed into a lizard right before my 
eyes…’ Hmm…and…

‘Jimmy Buffett told me to me to take the duffel bag full 
of drugs to the CIA agent and then I was to come back 
to the Inn and join the buffet. But first Buffett unzipped 
his shorts and said to me: ‘Do you like a buffet? I have a 
Buffett buffet for you now.’

PeRFORmeR 1: And this is a 40,000 year-old alien from the 
Pleiades:

eNTITY: Would you like an informational download on 
truth? You will go to your audience and play me in 
your show. You will not say every word I say. You will 
express my information through your own self. This is 
not plagiarism. This is interpretation, and that is good. I 
interpret what the universe says but it is still my unique 
interpretation. Do you understand?
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PeRFORmeR 1: Okay, so the story from Newsweek… This is 
a more recent update from the Washington post.

PeRFORmeR 2: ‘A federal judge yesterday threw out the 
case of a German citizen…Khaled el masri…beaten, 
sodomized and repeatedly questioned… Decided the 
remedy cannot be found in the courts. “masri’s private 
interests must give way to the national interest in 
preserving state secrets.” el masri – ’ 

PeRFORmeR 1: – Do you think Khaled el masri’s story is true?
– Do you think Cathy O’Brien’s story is true?
– Do you think we can talk to aliens?
– Do you think the CIA is kidnapping people?

explosions.

SONG – WATCH OUT LADIES 

Deeroo balcomb ya sitat (‘Watch out ladies’) 

El rijal el gareeb (‘The alien man’)

Whowa bitghaza ala khoofkomb (‘Is feeding on your fear’)

Deeroo balcomb ya sitat (‘Watch out ladies’)

El rijal el gareeb (‘The alien man’) 

Bido eigheesh jewat comb (‘Is going to inhabit you’)

El rijal el brizhga el em’lok (‘The giant lizard man’)

STuDeNT: You mean Guantanamo? I think they might do 
what they think is torture. You know, things that they feel 
are torture – I mean they think that they feel are things 
that are torture.

SOLDIeR: Let me tell you something about Guantanamo. 
They get hot meals, showers, it’s air-conditioned. That 
other crap that’s just the news. Trust me, I’ve seen it. I 
know.
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SONG

In tubihoo ya sitat (‘Beware ladies’)

Whowa jay (‘He’s coming’)

Yimkin howe hone (‘Maybe he’s already here’)

Deeroo balcomb ya sitat (‘Watch out ladies’)

Whowa jay (‘He’s coming’)

Whowa bido ya khaw-wifcomb (‘He wants you to be afraid’)

El rijal el brizhga el em’lok (‘The giant lizard man’)

mAN WITH AuSTRALIAN ACCeNT: Once someone gets out 
like my brothers they tell me they poured hot water 
on their heads. They stuck a nail in between their 
fingernails pulling on their polly-wacker and hitting the 
shit out of it with a stick you know on top of the table…
oh yes oh yes.

LATINO TexAN IN NeW YORK: Look we only know what 
the media gives us. We didn’t see it so we can’t know 
these so-called torture victims are innocent. We didn’t 
see these detainees not do anything. So now, post 9/11, 
there’s a necessity to hold people until they are proven, 
without a doubt that they are innocent.

SONG

Tighrafee when ibnic? (‘Do you know where your child is?’)

Tighrafee when utitic? (‘Do you know where your cat is?’)

La, la, la, la, la, la. (‘La, la, la, la, la, la.’)

WOmAN IN NeW YORK: But if America says it stands for 
human rights, then I don’t think they can just justify 
torturing people? But I feel both sides. I feel bad for 
the people being tortured, but then my patriotism kicks 
in, and I wonder how we could do these things without 
a good reason. The government must know that they 
know something. Hopefully, they’re really sure that they 
know something.
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SONG

Deeroo balcomb ya sitat (‘Be cheerful ladies’)

Whowa jay (‘He’s coming’)

Whowa bido ya khaw-wifcomb (‘He wants you to get freedom’)

El rijal el brizhga el em’lok (‘The cheerful and free man’)

La, la, la,la, la, la. (‘La, la, la, la, la, la.’)

Meows from the bag. perforMer retrieves bag from audience. 
horrible, sick, angry cat sounds. Then: silence.

PeRFORmeR: It’s quiet now.

pause.

Do you think that means it’s…?

OTHeR PeRFORmeR: (About to play eNTITY.) I don’t know.

PeRFORmeR: Or…

perforMer shakes bag to test, nothing.

PeRFORmeR: Oh God.

eNTITY: each time that the Annunaki have given you a 
new technology that generates fear there has also been 
a sweet cookie at the end of it. Because the Annunaki 
are very wise farmers. So what appears in American 
homes literally in coincidence with the atom bomb 
– the television. The television when it’s introduced it is 
not full of mayhem and war it’s full of Ozzie and Harriet 
and milton Berle and it’s very entertaining very fun a 
place for the family to gather but then soon within a few 
years there is a newscast then two a day then three a 
day four a day and now you have stations that only play 
news. And how does the news make you feel? Yes, you 
understand.
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TeeNAGe ASPIRING PIeRCeR: Yeah. Okay. Sixteen. So what 
do you want to ask me?

SPeCIAL eD ASSISTANT: I work in Special ed in a public 
high school. A lot of the work I do is just physical, 
manual labor, like opening doors for wheelchairs or 
helping the kids move around. I think I am going to try 
and go to law school though. I’m too confrontational 
and analytical to be dealing with kids. Besides, dealing 
with kids with special needs, their lack of progress 
is…just boring. I live in Queens too, the high school 
is just down the block from my apartment. No, I don’t 
want to talk about my room-mates. my apartment is, 
like, my own personal Guantanamo.

TeeNAGe ASPIRING PIeRCeR: Okay. Well, we’re all gonna 
die someday, if it’s going to be some stupid terrorist 
fuckface who cares? Like my boyfriend he just thinks we 
should bomb them all, kill them all. Afghanistan, Iraq, 
whatever, he thinks we should just kill them all.

SPeCIAL eD ASSISTANT: Remember Cheney had that 
secret energy task force? And, there were, apparently, 
documents and papers that discussed the fact that we 
are running out of oil so I think they used 9/11 as an 
excuse to occupy a country that is oil-rich. Yeah, of 
course Iraq backfired, I know that but I don’t think 
they knew that it would. Are you purposefully being 
adversarial?

TeeNAGe ASPIRING PIeRCeR: I’d like to be a body piercer. 
You can make a lot of money that way. (pointing to ear.) I 
did all of these myself. Yeah, I have four more. They’re 
in supersecret places.
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SONG  –  SUPERSECRET PLACES

I’m staring up at the TV screen,

Flashing blue, and red and green –

Somebody save me.

I see them telling all the things we’ve learned,

All the cities that have burned –

Somebody save them.

I have seen the photogenic faces,

I have seen the speeding highway chases,

I wish I could ever know what grace is –

Will I know?

Will I know?

I want to die for something,

I want to die for something,

I want to die for something,

’Cause there’s nothing for me here.

Cell phone rings.

TeeNAGe ASPIRING PIeRCeR: Hold on. Sorry. Hey. Yeah. 
Nothing. I’m not. What? I’m not. I’m not. I’m not. I’ll 
tell you when you get here. I’m being interviewed. I’ll 
tell you when you get here. (hangs up.) That was my 
boyfriend. He said I sounded like I was pissed about 
something.

SPeCIAL eD ASSISTANT: Look, I’m not a pacifist. I think that 
there are times when torture is justifiable but only after 
the person is tried and convicted. Like, maybe, after the 
Nuremberg trials, I might have condoned the torturing 
of Goering and Hess.

Why are you asking me this?

I don’t know if I want to continue talking about this.
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I don’t know, I don’t know. I think I just have to be 
psychologically prepared to talk about torture.

I think I am drunker than I thought I was.

TEENAGE ASPIRING PIERCER:

I’m staring up at the TV screen,

Waiting in the dark unseen –

Somebody save me.

I’m learning slowly how to see the signs,

How they hide between the lines –

Somebody save them.

I have learned to read the empty spaces,

I’ve been pierced in supersecret places,

TEENAGE ASPIRING PIERCER / SPECIAL ED ASSISTANT:

I’ve been pierced in supersecret places.

SPECIAL ED ASSISTANT:

I want to die for something,

I want to die for something,

I want to die for something,

’Cause there’s nothing for me here.

SPeCIAL eD ASSISTANT: It’s okay. Yeah what else do you 
want ask me? What?! I don’t give a fuck about Tom 
Cruise! I mean who gives a shit? He’s a terrible actor… 
Although he was okay in Born on the fourth of July. No, 
actually, he was pretty good in that. He was pretty 
intense, it’s kind of an intense movie, he did give it his 
all, I guess I’ll give him credit for doing that movie. 
Fuck! Now, you have me obsessing over Tom Cruise!

ring.

J LYNCH: Hello yes this is J Lynch. No, Jacqueline. 
Jacqueline Lynch. I’m a writer, I’m a ghost writer. Well, 
I won’t answer all your questions. Why don’t you just 
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start and I’ll answer what I, you know, what I think is 
appropriate. I don’t feel comfortable telling you what 
I write. I’m a ghost writer. What do you mean ‘my 
information’? What do you mean by that? I try not to 
watch the news lately because I am recovering from 
cancer and I need to focus on getting well. And I don’t 
believe hardly anything I read in the newspapers. 
Well, because you can’t – everybody’s got an opinion. 
They’re writers. It’s like when you’re writing, you 
just…go. Sometimes you got it, sometimes you don’t, 
and when you got it it just comes. It just comes outta 
ya like a dancer. No I’m not afraid at all. I don’t have 
time for all those negative thoughts. I meditate. I read 
my Bible. It’s bad enough being poor, what do I want 
to walk around afraid on top of that? And you’re in a 
theater company? What? Off-Broadway? Broadway? 
Well, I hope it’s very successful. Just keep thinking 
positive thoughts and you’ll get through it! Okay, bye!

eNTITY: my dear boy I will tell you something important 
which you must share with your audience. You humans 
are too easy with your guidance. You go to the Ouija 
board or whatever listening to the spirits, to whatever 
energy with no idea who you are talking to, whether 
they mean you good or ill. You notice before we 
started she said, ‘Only positive energies may speak 
through me,’ whereas most of you humans merely say: 
‘Somebody talk to me.’

A panel with three panelists: reMoTe VIeWer, SoLDIer, 
GUY IN LA.

RemOTe VIeWeR: Well, this is a remarkable thing. With 
Remote Viewing you can find the absolute truth. 
Whatever you want to know, we call that the ‘target’. I 
was trained in T.R.V., Technical Remote Viewing, which 
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is a technique that was originally developed in the 
military about twenty years ago to find out things like 
what the K.G.B. was up to.

SOLDIeR: I’m in the National Guard. Yeah. We’re posted 
here to look for terrorists. I can’t tell you that. Well, 
this is my post, Penn Station. We’re also at Grand 
Central, Times Square, you know anywhere that’s a 
potential target. Could I ask you something? Why’d 
you choose me? Are you just interviewing anybody? 
Oh, so I should feel special. You know, to be honest, 
we’re basically here just to instill confidence in people, 
to get them out using public transportation, going out to 
public buildings. I’ll tell you something, this thing isn’t 
even loaded.

RemOTe VIeWeR: Okay, you want to know how it works? 
So, say some guy has a lost cat, okay, let’s say the cat’s 
name is Wendy, he’ll write down the word ‘Wendy’ 
and maybe the word ‘lost’, and then he’ll put that in an 
envelope. That’s called ‘setting the intent’, and on the 
front of the envelope he’ll write down a series of eight 
random numbers, and then he’ll file that envelope and 
give me that target and I’ll do a session. No, I won’t get 
the name of the cat. All I know about the target is the 
eight random numbers. Right, just the numbers. You 
can’t be given any specifics about the case, otherwise 
that will interfere with the universal consciousness. 
When you’re in a session, at first I’ll get a lot of sounds 
and images and colors, umm, maybe textures. Say 
Wendy was lost in the desert you might get flat, brown, 
hot, gritty, umm, HORIZONTAL. But see my physical 
self is still doing the exercises. Hm? Because you 
have to keep the imagination at bay. Like here’s an 
example, my mother disappeared back in 1980 – it was 
categorized as a homicide, but the case is still open – 
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SOLDIeR: Hold on. He doesn’t think I should be talking to 
you. He says you could be taping it. Well, when we talk 
to people usually it’s not like this. We’re not supposed to 
get too in-depth with civilians.

RemOTe VIeWeR: And well this one time, this friend of 
mine and I agreed to trade targets, so I sent him my 
mother. And when I went into a session, about fifteen 
minutes into it, I realized that he’d sent me the exact 
same target I’d sent him. Yeah. I started getting this 
image of skeletal shoulders and a skeletal neck. And 
then I got a face and I just knew it was my mother. Oh 
no, I wasn’t upset at all. I thought it was really neat. 
But see that’s the thing as soon as I realized it was my 
mother, all my preconceived ideas about what had 
happened to her started coming in, and I had to stop.

GuY IN LA: It’s like everything that he does now is some 
sick performance. Like when the W magazine interview 
came out. And Katie was answering all the questions 
like a brainwashed robot. They would ask something 
about her movie and she would say: ‘I just really love 
Tom, we’re really happy’ over and over again. And 
her scientology watchdog was there in case she veered 
off script. Or my friend went to a private screening 
at his house of The Last Samurai. There were only six 
people there at the theater that he has in his house. So 
they are all watching the film and at the end when the 
lights came up, Tom Cruise, who had apparently been 
watching from behind them came down to the front 
and he had taken his shirt off and he was all sweaty and 
he was crying and he made that motion that he made 
during the couch jumping Oprah incident, where he 
kneels down on one knee and pulls his fist down from 
the air in front of his face and then he says: ‘I just get so 
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pumped!’ No one knew where to look. I mean it wasn’t 
a public appearance or anything. It was his house! What 
are you supposed to say after that?

SONG OF PROGRESSIVE DISENCHANTMENT 
(PART I)

I once had a friend named Sally,

Who ended her life in an alley.

She believed in nothing at all,

She believed in nothing at all.

You could say that her life was, well, screwed up.

Even she said, ‘Ah, how I’ve been chewed up.’

So I asked her, ‘Sally, what did you do?’

I said, ‘Sally, what the hell have you been through?’

And so she told me what happened…

At first you search for the truth,

It steals the bloom of your youth;

You take your gin and vermouth chilled with a twist.

When your lover says ‘I’m right’ he’s right,

When he wants to spend the night he spends the night,

When the barman says ‘You’re tight’ you’re tight.

You don’t resist.

And all the knowledge

You got in college

Keeps you pristine

Your hands are clean.

(Until you wake up pregnant and stinking of Dewars.)

And now your youth, gone.

And the vermouth, gone.

Where is that truth you trusted so?

Just wait your turn, pet,

And soon you’ll learn, pet,
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You’ll be the one to say,

‘I told you so.’

In Budapest – or was it Tallahassee?

You told me pretty lies, Johnny,

And broke my heart into so many little pieces,

Johnny, you bastard,

Take that fucking nicorette gum out of your mouth,

Creep.

eNTITY: my boy, you are distressed because you want 
to have some magic way to know the truth and so 
you suffer because you see there is NO ABSOLuTe 
TRuTH. There is only authenticity.

YOuNG RePuBLICAN: Truth is…is there one truth? Well, I 
think truth is whatever the majority believes is true. If 
the majority of people believe that Osama Bin Laden 
is an evil man – there are some that might believe 
otherwise, and people are entitled to that opinion. But 
it does go against the accepted truth. So, right if enough 
people believe something is true, then it becomes true, 
to a certain degree.

RemOTe VIeWeR A: When I do a remote viewing session 
I bi-locate – bi-locate, that’s what we call it, because 
one half of you is in the room doing the exercises and 
the other half of you is off in the matrix gathering 
information.

In the following, the sections in bold are spoken by two or 
more actors.

RemOTe VIeWeR B: If you think that the universe is like 
a giant library, then I just find the right book and open 
it up!
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RemOTe VIeWeR A: It’s all based on the Jungian system. 
Have you heard of gestalt?

YOuNG RePuBLICAN A: I believe that. I believe there is a 
reasonable case for…

YOuNG RePuBLICAN B: …weapons of mass destruction.

RemOTe VIeWeR A: umm, well, I try to avoid politics, 
umm, you know…

RemOTe VIeWeR B: …because the thing about politics is…

YOuNG RePuBLICAN A: Think of it this way: Do you 
believe Hitler existed?

YOuNG RePuBLICAN B: Do you? You do. Why?

RemOTe VIeWeR B: I’m more interested in morals. And 
to me, life is about…

RemOTe VIeWeR A: …being alert and awake and present.

YOuNG RePuBLICAN A: We never found his body. We only 
have pictures of him, records of things…

YOuNG RePuBLICAN B: …he did. So are we to suppose that 
he might not have existed?

RemOTe VIeWeR A: You know after 9/11…

YOuNG RePuBLICAN A: It’s the same with weapons of mass 
destruction. We had photos.

RemOTe VIeWeR B: …we tried to figure out where the next 
terrorist attack would be…

YOuNG RePuBLICAN B: Why would we assume that they 
are no longer there?

RemOTe VIeWeR A: …and I found those sessions very 
draining and very depressing.
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YOuNG RePuBLICAN A: And I don’t mind about the 
Patriot Act.

RemOTe VIeWeR B: So I try to avoid politics…

YOuNG RePuBLICAN B: I want the government checking up 
on people who go to internet sites where people can 
learn to make bombs.

RemOTe VIeWeR A: …and just concentrate on the present, 
and what it means to alive.

YOuNG RePuBLICAN A: I mean, have your civil rights been 
violated? No. Me neither.

SONG OF PROGRESSIVE DISENCHANTMENT 
(PART II)

And so I said, ‘Sally after the truth what next?’

So then you look for the lie,

Your life goes flying on by;

You take your gin very dry, and just one shot.

When your lover says ‘I’m right’ he’s not,

When he wants to spend the night, you say ‘I’d rather rot.’

When the barman says ‘You’re tight’ you fight, it’s all a plot!

And you enjoy the

New paranoia,

It feels pristine

Your hands stay clean.

(Until you look around and wonder why you’re so alone.)

And now you dare admit

That you don’t care a bit –

What of those lies you trusted so?

Just wait your turn, sweet,

And soon you’ll learn, sweet,

You’ll be the one to say,

‘I told you so.’
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In Sidi Bou Said – or was it Tallahassee?

You never came, Johnny,

You’re still the same,

Take that fucking gum out of your mouth you dog!

eNTITY: my boy, if you believe completely or if you disbelieve 
completely then either way you are a leaf in the wind. 
my boy yes of course there is no absolute truth but still 
you must insist on the truth. You must participate in the 
truth. And this is not something you can do by yourself, 
yes? You understand? Do you understand?

FORmeR CuLT GIRL: Yeah, Tom Cruise is definitely gay. He 
is gay, he is totally gay. Well, he’s in a cult too, right?

CABBIe: The other day, I saw ethan Hawke and his girl, 
I picked ’em up, he’s not with his wife – yeah, his kid 
looks old enough just about to understand

FORmeR CuLT GIRL: Or maybe he’s bi. With Nicole 
Kidman…I’m sure he felt some measure of attraction 
towards her. And they had two kids.

CABBIe: You know, your marriage is shitty, but you gotta 
have two kids just to be sure before you break up. 
Fuckin’ mess, yeah. I gotta kid – and she’s got me over 
the balls cuz she knows how much I love this kid. The 
kid’s one and a half, so I figure I got ’til she’s three then 
I can get the hell out.

FORmeR CuLT GIRL: Oh, they’re adopted? I didn’t know 
that. Well, there you go.

CABBIe: Do I think what’s over? Being scared? Nah. See the 
thing we gotta worry about now is the germ warfare.

FORmeR CuLT GIRL: But it’s just like Bush! He’s still 
totally snorting coke and a complete alcoholic. Sure! 
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Apparently he’s still throwing all these parties at his 
ranch. He’s still doing coke. I mean, look at him. He 
can’t even wear a suit he’s like: (Mimics.)

CABBIe: But in Israel, the reason they don’t use biological 
germ warfare is cuz it’s right next door. You’re not 
gonna spread smallpox to your neighbor. Like, that’s 
why I’m not gonna kill my wife, cuz if I kill my wife, 
that’s gonna affect my kid, and if it affects my kid, 
then its gonna affect me.

FORmeR CuLT GIRL: And Laura Bush is a total pot-head. 
Yeah! It’s insane.

CABBIe: But, I tell you, if anything happened to my kid, 
I wouldn’t care what happened to me – I’d sacrifice 
myself, kill myself. Probably what’s gonna happen if 
I leave her, or she’ll leave me – cuz that is one sick 
bitch, man, sick bitch. And, I was so careful for so 
many years. And now I got a kid with this insane 
bitch.

FORmeR CuLT GIRL: America’s a brand. America has 
branded itself. And we’re trying to sell this brand to the 
rest of the world. Who believes in any of this crap 
they’re spewing? God! It’s like a film! But who’s the 
film going to be shown to? Ourselves. The world. 
Have you ever read Noam Chomsky?

SONG OF PROGRESSIVE DISENCHANTMENT 
(PART III)

So finally you just up and quit,

There’s no reason to pay attention to this shit;

You drink your gin as you learn to knit another sweater.

When you lover says ‘I’m right’ you say, ‘I wouldn’t be 

surprised,’
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When he wants to spend the night you say, ‘I wouldn’t be 

surprised,’

To the barman you say,

‘Give a me a whiskey and don’t be stingy, baby, the more 

the better.’

You take for granted

That you’ll be disenchanted.

You’re far past thirty.

Your hands are dirty.

(And now you look around and wonder what you have to 

show for it all.)

And though you’ve tried things

You’ve stayed outside things.

And what you reap you’re sure to sow.

What did you learn, love?

Now it’s your turn, love!

To hear me say to you,

‘I told you so.’

eNTITY: The Annunaki are not good or evil, they are 
merely hungry, you understand? And yes, you are being 
manipulated by them but what can you do? I will tell 
you my boy. All beings have free will. And so if you 
refuse to be afraid they will have to live off some other 
kind of energy. If all of your cows died you would have 
to learn how to live on pork. And so it will be with you 
and the Annunaki. But you must exert your free will. So 
the next time you feel this anxiety, this fear energy in 
your body you must stop and say out loud, ‘NO. I am 
nobody’s lunch today.’

CHANNeLeR: Trippy, huh? Okay, well, what did you want 
to ask me… ( Joking tone.) …dude? Yeah. Yeah.

So, like how do I believe what he says? Hmm. Well 
for me it’s not really a, er, of faith so much as science. 
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When I first heard his voice talking to me I was very 
skeptical, I was like, who is this guy? But the things he 
teaches are directly observable. And I disagree with 
him sometimes, yeah. I have been known to call him an 
asshole, but you know, he doesn’t care. He finds it all 
kind of funny, you know…? But sometimes it’s hard for 
me to fully meld with him because I’m just not ready to 
stop being this shitty little human.

FORmeR HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: I left Homeland Security 
in, let’s see…Spring 2004.

ring.

eGYPTIAN FORmeR GRAD STuDeNT: Yeah hello.

FORmeR HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: When did you interview 
me?

eGYPTIAN FORmeR GRAD STuDeNT: Salam alaikum. What? 
No. I’m not dating anyone now.

FORmeR HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: A LOT has changed since 
then! (Laugh.)

eGYPTIAN FORmeR GRAD STuDeNT: my girlfriend and I 
split up about six months ago.

FORmeR HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: I’m getting married! That’s 
the big one. And I’m in grad school now, /studying 
public policy.

eGYPTIAN FORmeR GRAD STuDeNT: Ah, ah, ah I finished 
my Ph.D. last year. Shookran habeebee. my parents are 
very proud.

FORmeR HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: Yeah. (Laugh.) It’s a little 
different from when we last talked. When I started 
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crying more than two or three times a week / I knew it 
was time to go.

eGYPTIAN FORmeR GRAD STuDeNT: I think you have to 
be hopeful…otherwise what’s the point? I want to have 
children one day but I would not want them to live in 
this world.

FORmeR HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: Wow. I do have hope now. 
Not for the u.S. Things in the u.S. are even worse and 
I see no end in sight, but working with communities 
outside of the u.S. has given me a lot of hope.

eGYPTIAN FORmeR GRAD STuDeNT: Okay… Okay…listen I 
have to go…yes…yes… Inshallah… maisallame.

FORmeR HOmeLAND SeCuRITY: I’m working with people 
who don’t know where their next meal is coming 
from. For example, the Gabbra Tribe? G-A-B-B-R-A. 
They live across the southern ethiopian and northern 
Kenyan border? They’re a nomadic community living 
between two not terribly tolerant states. And they have 
become so creative in dealing with their crisis. They set 
up mobile schools, and they’re writing grants to fly in 
nomadic communities from Iran to teach them…well… 
this new way…to make cheese balls. So that their food 
supply lasts longer. Yeah.

Oh, of course the u.S. is torturing people. There’ve 
been a number of indicators for quite a while now, 
that people haven’t paid attention to. Well, when 
information is available and people don’t respond in a 
way that creates a demand for more, it just disappears.

YOuNG mAN IN NeW YORK: I told you I have a very 
hard time with reading comprehension. Asperger’s 
people are more left-brained than right-brained which 
means we’re very good at anything that involves rules 
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or language and not so good at things like reading 
comprehension, social clues and world knowledge. 
Like I’m not good at inferring things. For some reason 
it’s not the same with entertainment news. I pick it 
up; it’s in the air around me. For instance I know that 
Arnold Schwarzenegger is running for governor again 
and that excites me. Because it’s sexy, it’s glamorous, 
he’s a movie star and umm an Aussie, hmm, umm, he’s 
Austrian, and all of that excites me.

I hate Bush. I hate him. I think that he is mean, but I 
have a secret confession to make and this has nothing 
to do with how I feel, but I think that Bush is gorgeous 
– looking. He is a hunky villain, and I have to say that 
he is manly, he has a good body-build, and he dresses 
very well. I hate him. I hate his guts. I can distinguish 
the outside from the inside and one has nothing to do 
with the other, but he is a hunk of flesh.

Okay. Here’s an example of truths. Learning that you 
are not the center of the universe. That’s a truth that’s 
very hard to learn. One night I woke up and I was 
thinking to myself we are one small planet surrounded 
by eight other planets and all these other galaxies, and I 
am as a grain of sand. And that scared me. That scared 
me for a very long time. It was just a mood. I’m not 
saying it haunted me for years or whatever. The idea 
that I am just a little mosquito. A little mosquito or a 
grain of sand. Although it did haunt me for a good few 
years.

SONG  –  AMERICA

You told me you’d take me under your wing,

You told me why all the Christians sing,
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You told me I had to do some thing it was no sin…

You said I felt so young inside,

You told me why Lenny Bruce had died,

You told me to just open wide, and let you in.

You asked me, do you understand?

You asked me, do you understand?

You asked me, do you understand?

And oh America, oh America, oh America, you promised 

land.

You told me your way was the only way,

You told me that Tom Cruise was gay,

You told me if I didn’t stay that it would warp us.

You took me as they marched on Selma,

You took me as we watched Scooby and Velma,

You took me as you overwhelmed my habeas corpus.

You asked me, do you understand?

You asked me, do you understand?

You asked me, do you understand?

And oh America, oh America, oh America, you promised 

land.

You left me at the Berlin wall,

You left me watching Lucy Ball,

You left me in the men’s room stall without warning.

I waited for you to come into sight,

I gave up when the dawn turned white,

And now I see the cold clear light of the morning.

I’m asking, do you understand?

I’m asking, do you understand?

I’m asking, do you understand?

And oh America, oh America, oh America,
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I loved you at the Trail of Tears,

I loved you on the set of Cheers,

I loved you facing all my fears.

Wasn’t that you?

ring.

JeSSICA LYNCH mISS NeW YORK: Oh. No. It’s so funny you 
should ask because. Do you know who – I’m Jessica 
Lynch. I just won miss New York. Thank you! I’m really 
excited. I’ve actually been thinking of writing her a 
letter. Well, you know, I’d express that we are so happy 
she’s returned home safely and, you know, we share the 
same name but not the same experiences. But that she is 
a real American hero.

SONG  –  SCHRODINGER’S CAT

MALE SOLO

I’ve been thinking a lot about people in love,

Why they tend to believe things they know can’t be real;

They accept contradictions that come from above

Without question like innocents and they feel they’re 

staring into fog,

When they’re only seeing out of focus so…

I’ve been thinking how love is like Schrodinger’s cat:

Locked up tight out of sight in a box and how that

Means it’s dead and alive at the same time and so – 

When you think of the box it’s like seeing a

Photo of a cloud or fog

At an outcome that remains uncertain;

You can’t see a thing in all that fog

You can’t see a man behind the curtain.
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FEMALE SOLO

What are you so afraid of?

We’re gonna find an answer, it’s just around the corner 

and I know…

What are you so afraid of?

We’re gonna find an answer, it’s just around the corner 

and I know…

JeSSICA LYNCH mISS

NeW YORK: I’m doing 
an interview for the 
W.B. tomorrow. These 
questions are so not 
the questions… They 
usually ask stuff like: 
‘So you’re miss New 
York, what’s it like?’ 
The questions I get are, 
I don’t know. Simple. I 
hate to say it, but they 
are. It’s never like: ‘How 
do you think Bush is 
doing?’ There’s this 
stereotype of us all that 
we’re just pretty girls 
and we sit around in our 
pretty dresses and talk 
about pretty things. And 
let me tell you I am not 
a supporter of this war 
–  Hello?

CHORUS

Don’t you want to be in 

love?

Don’t you want a love 

that’s true?

Don’t you want to feel it’s 

true in your heart?

Wouldn’t it be great to be 

young?

Wouldn’t it be great to 

believe?

Wouldn’t it be great to 

believe from the start?

MALE SOLO

‘But quantum physics does not,’ Dr. Schrodinger said,

‘Correspond with the literal world that we’ve seen.

We all know that a cat must be living or dead,
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It can’t be both at once, there’s a difference

Between an image made of fog

And an image that’s just out of focus.

What you have’s a cat locked in a box

And there isn’t any hocus pocus so…’

I’ve been thinking about how love left us behind,

All those things we were sure of but left unsaid,

And ambiguous hoping that we wouldn’t find

All of that time the cat was dead…

What was I so afraid of?

What were we so afraid of?

’Cause a photo of a cloud or fog

Is not the same as one that’s out of focus,

And the world is not so filled with fog

That we shouldn’t try to see in focus…

And I know there is no total truth,

But I know that things are very bad;

And I know there is no total truth,

But I know that things are very bad,

And I know – 

ring.

JeSSICA LYNCH mISS NeW YORK: No that’s fine. Was that 
my phone or yours? Oh, good, I thought I hung up on 
you. God, sorry, I’m so tired, I’m like all over the place. 
Oh, GOD no! I don’t go out. no, I had to sleep on the 
couch last night. Well, I’ve been away doing malls and 
some parades and opening stores, stuff like that. Yeah, 
it’s fun! So I get home and it appears that we have a 
mouse situation. It’s so funny because mice are like 
my biggest fear. Yeah, so there’s like POOP all over. 
There’s poop on the floor, in my dresser drawers. So 
I just slept on the couch last night. Oh yeah, I told the 
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landlord, but get this I told him, ‘uh, we have a mouse 
in here and I need you to do something about that.’ and 
he said, yeah, ‘Well sometimes, people THINK they see 
things, but they’re not really there,’ and I said, ‘Well, 
I’m sure that’s true. Yes, I do agree. Sometimes people 
do see things. But I see POOP. It’s right there!’ But it’s 
good to be home.

end.
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mAN: You lose something in New York, it don’t come back.

POSTeR: Lost Dog
Please call – we miss her!
NAme IS ‘KIRBY’
has one eye / + red harness

POSTeR: Lost Backpack
Valuable Contents:
2 Beanie Babies
and a toy dolphin
mostly needed back /
If found please call

POSTeR: Found Bird
If you think it’s yours please call
This is not a picture of the actual bird
But one that looks very much like it.

mum: There was the teeth. Well my mother, she had three 
gold teeth and they disappeared. She would leave them 
in a little dish, you know, she’d take them out and they 
disappeared.

mAN: A ring, your wallet, my glasses – who’d want my 
glasses? She never lost nothin’. She was a schoolteacher.

SCHOOLTeACHeR: I never lost nothin’. (Lifts glasses.) I had 
laser surgery.

mAN: Yeah, they say it’s a snap, it don’t hurt, but it ain’t 
true.

SCHOOLTeACHeR: It ain’t true. (Lifts glasses.) That’s why I 
wear these glasses. I had laser surgery.

mum: Well, I figured Stubby took them. To sell them. 
For the gold, you know. Now that I think about it…
Stubby…Stubby L’engle, not Stubby Wood. Stubby 
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Wood is the guy Fred shot in the forehead with a BB-
gun. I’m pretty sure Stubby L’engle had a hand in the 
teeth.

COP: my first D.O.A. – this guy had disappeared down this 
big elevator shaft – it was filled up with three, four feet 
of water – and the smell was – it was something awful. 
His body had spread out all over the place, and it was 
my job to find all the parts and get them into the body 
bag, and I started to get: (eyes bug out indicating ‘sick’.) 
And the guys are yelling down to me, ‘Hey rookie, how 
you doing?’ and they’re laughing, ‘Your first DOA!’ 
They’re laughing. You gotta laugh.

POSTeR: Lost:
Picture of my father sitting in a field of daffodils
Great sentimental value
If found please call…

PeARL RING WOmAN: Could I talk about losing a husband? 
Because I would certainly have a lot to say on that 
subject.

OLD WOmAN: No? You don’t want to hear about people? 
Well, sorry honey, after you’ve lost as many people as 
I have you don’t care about material things. They don’t 
matter at all.

LOONY BIN: ‘Things I have lost’
(in the loony bin 1994.)
I’ve lost my toothbrush
my sweater
all my socks
my sense of humor
the plot
any sense of self-worth
the will to live
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SONG – GONE MISSING

When I was eight, I lost my innocence

Playing doctor, it was tense, but I found out that 

experience is great –

When I was eight.

When I was seventeen lost my virginity;

You know it really wouldn’t bother me if afterwards I 

hadn’t been so mean –

When I was seventeen.

Gone, Gone Missing,

Gone, Gone Missing.

When I was twenty-nine I lost my way,

My mother thought that I was gay, but I think I was just 

waiting for a sign –

When I was twenty-nine.

When I was thirty-three I lost my cool,

I was ten years out of school, and as old as Jesus Christ 

would ever be –

When I was thirty-three.

Gone, gone missing,

Gone, gone missing.

When I was forty-two I lost my mind,

My friends all tried to be kind, but I saw that being crazy 

wouldn’t do –

When I was forty-two.

When I was sixty-one I lost the war,

I can’t recall what it was for but I remember I had never 

had such fun –

When I was sixty-one.

Gone, gone missing,

Gone, gone missing,

Gone, gone missing,

Gone, gone missing.
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FReNCH LeSBIAN: Well, umm, it is kind of hazy…I keep 
blocking it out…but I think it was between 1993 and 
1995, or it was 1993 or 1995…and I had this scarf that I 
had borrowed from my sister and never returned it…I 
loved this scarf it was an Agnes B. scarf… I don’t even 
think she knew I borrowed it…but one night I took 
my girlfriend to this bar, Henrietta Hudson…I think 
it is on Hudson…and we had put all of our bags and 
things on this pool table. And then this big crowd came 
in after us and they took over the pool table and one 
of them picked up my scarf, I think it was by mistake 
but uhhheeck, this softball dyke took my scarf. It really 
pisses me off that this really beautiful scarf, it was an 
Agnes B. scarf, fell into such uncouth hands. It like 
gnaws at me even today. You know where I picture it? 
Balled up with a cat on it. Or worse. In an S.u.V. In an 
S.u.V. balled up with a cat on it. That’s where it is. I 
hate softball. I mean I hated softball before but I hate it 
even more now.

Beep. Beep. Beep. Beep. Beeeeeeeep.

LAuRA: It’s Laura. Hi, um, I called Tom about this 
embarrassing issue and I’m now calling you – I think 
left one of my pumps at P.S. 122 last night, but um, I’m 
back in Los Angeles and can’t go to the theater myself. 
And they’re like my good shoes and it’s embarrassing.

TOm: So – do you know Laura? So she was meeting with 
some big TV people – and she had on this pair of black 
Gucci pumps and a nice skirt and everything, and after 
her meeting we were all going out. And somewhere 
along that night she lost her shoe. One of her Gucci 
shoes, because she had changed at P.S. 122 because 
she felt overdressed – she thinks that she left the shoe 
in the bathroom. And I think that she actually lost the 
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shoe later that night, because I think they went out 
drinking…

Beep.

LAuRA: Hi, it’s Laura, um I was really hoping that you 
could have secured the shoe before you left town but 
apparently you have not, so I’ve been working with 
Tom and Tom has gone back to P.S. 122 numerous 
times. And I’m leaving numerous messages for the 
house manager, the artistic director, the director of 
development to see if they have gotten their act together 
enough to find the shoe. um, I am sending a packet of 
flyers to you, to Tom, to Big Daddy, and to elizabeth, 
and I’m sending maps of where I’d like you guys to post 
the flyers because I’m really hoping if someone sees 
some – you know – one-legged person wearing it – who 
wears a size six – that uh it will become clear who’s shoe 
that is and where they need to send it to in Los Angeles 
immediately. um, I am working on the flyer, and I’ve 
also started an email address: ilostmyshoe@earthlink.net. 
So, um, I don’t know if you have gone back to P.S. 122 
or not – no one there returns my calls and it’s really 
depressing – so I’m really hoping the flyers will stir up 
some leads.

TOm: Laura sent me j-pegs of the shoe and she wanted me 
to post them around P.S. 122 – lost black Gucci pump. 
But it was just a basic black pump.

KOReAN DeLI YOuNG mAN: my kitten? No, someone took 
it. Stole it. Just picked up and fly away. It had Korean 
name. Nabi, it means butterfly. I am very mad at the 
person who took Nabi. She was my best friend and I 
was always so happy to see her. I don’t think I can get 
another cat now, I just miss her running around here.
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KOReAN DeLI WOmAN: What? Oh, the cat. No, no. Cat 
gone away. I gave it to friend. In deli, it ran around, 
made me very angry. Always in around food, no good. 
Now it is in Queens with my friend. It had Korean 
name, Dabi. It means butterfly so it fly away.

SONG – THE ONLY THING MISSING

I’ll admit I have a problem holding onto things:

A sock, a book, a clock, a look, a chance.

And the moment that a fella

Lends me his umbrella,

It’s just another doomed romance.

I’ve learned to never worry about losing things:

A car, a pin, a star, some gin, a bet.

But then you said that we were through

And suddenly I knew

There was one loss I’d regret.

I’ve lost diamonds and pearls,

Love letters from earls,

And more suitors than girls usually do.

But from this great list

I will have to insist

That the only thing missing is you.

I had Barbies and then

My mom called to mention

They’re all, as the French say, perdu.

Even Barbie had Ken

But I’m left with rien

‘Cause the only thing missing is you.

And silly as it seems

I lost all my dreams

When you said adieu;

And I think you will find
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That I lose my mind

When I think of you.

And no one has solved

The case that involved the revolver

In my game of Clue.

Well I’ve still got the knife

But what good is my life,

Though with all that I’ve lost,

No I don’t mind the cost,

Think what my nephew Chris

Just lost at his Bris…

And you’ll have to admit that it’s true

That the only thing missing –

Do you miss the kissing?

The only thing missing is you.

COP: We get a lot of D.O.A.s. And sometimes they’re badly 
decomposed. Sometimes they’re partially mummified 
– if it’s summer, with the heat. I don’t know why this 
is, but a lot of times old women – and I’m not saying 
anything, but – we’ll find old women and they’ll be 
naked! I don’t know why this is – it’s just – you know, 
it’s the summertime and it’s warm – I mean, I do it and 
I’m sure you do too, you walk around with no clothes 
on. But that’s – you know that’s not the way they want 
to be found.

TeRI: Welcome back…for those of you just joining us, we’re 
talking to Dr. Alexander Palinurus, author of Losers 
Weepers: A Cultural history of Nostalgia. Doctor, before 
the break, you mentioned Atlantis.

PALINuRuS: That’s right, Teri.

TeRI: Which is, what, a continent?

PALINuRuS: Well, Teri, if it was a continent…how’d we lose it?
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TeRI: That’s a pretty big thing to lose.

PALINuRuS: Right. It’s not, like, a toothbrush. Or a little 
box of cookies.

TeRI: Now is this a – a myth, Doctor?

PALINuRuS: I’d prefer to call it a literary fiction. Because 
we have an original source for the story, in the work of 
Plato.

TeRI: The philosopher.

PALINuRuS: Yes. Plato, in his dialogues, told the story of a 
fantastic island. He says it was bigger than all of Asia 
minor, and it lay beyond the Pillars of Hercules…what 
we would call today the Straits of Gibraltar. Which 
would place it in – 

TeRI: The Atlantic Ocean.

PALINuRuS: Right. The so-called Atlantic.

TeRI: And we call it the Atlantic because – 

PALINuRuS: Yes. But what I’m fascinated by, Teri, and I 
crave your indulgence here, but: Plato uses Atlantis for 
a philosophical argument. Because what do we know 
about Plato’s philosophy? That the things in this world 
are inferior, they’re shadowy imperfect versions of some 
kind of ideal – 

TeRI: Platonic Ideal – 

PALINuRuS: Right. And so there is some kind of ideal, I 
dunno, justice-with-a-capital-J. But everything on earth 
that we call justice is kind of an imperfect copy of that.

TeRI: So how does this take us to a lost continent?
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PALINuRuS: Well, that’s what I’m saying, Teri. Atlantis 
didn’t get lost. What we’re talking about is a specific 
locus for our nostalgia, some lost paradise. The Garden 
of eden. In the classical world, it’s the Golden Age, or 
Atlantis. mythic places like this. xanadu. Shangri-La.

TeRI: Brigadoon.

PALINuRuS: One of the funny things about Atlantis, though, 
is many people think it was situated in the Sargasso Sea.

KHAN: Well, I lost my job. I lost all my money. I had 
nothing left. But you don’t want that. Right. Only 
things. Like I lost a something… I’ll think about it.

SINGeR: (Announcing the next song.) ‘La Bodega’

SONG – LA BODEGA

Se me perdió la billetera.

Quizás la dejé en la bodega.

No me hiciera falta

Sino que llevaba adentro

La única foto

Que yo tenía de ti.

Le pregunté al señor de la bodega

Pero él se encogió de hombros.

Me vendió unos cigarrillos

Y un cartón de leche.

¿Te recuerdas de la noche en ese hotel?

¿Cuando tú no pudiste encontrar tu bolsa?

Y estaba esa señora extraña,

La que usaba peluca,

Y ella nos dió comida

Sin cobrarnos nada?
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Ahora te pienso en la bodega

Cada vez que compro cerveza.

Pero sin tener esa foto

Olvido como te pareces.

Y quizás una persona cualquiera

Quién va a esa bodega

Ahora tiene tu foto

Y con ella, mi billetera

Y con ella, mis sueños de ti.

PeARL RING: Could talk about losing a husband, I would 
certainly have a lot to say on that subject. But I do have 
a story about losing something – 

SILVeR RING: It was a silver ring with a gold buckle and I 
had it for years. It was a manly ring. It was manly. But 
wait. Here’s the thing. This is it – 

SAPPHIRe RING: my uncle saved his entire life, you know, 
lived through the Depression, saved old rubber bands. 
Well, I opened up my wedding gift from him – there 
was a big saffron…sapphire – jewel, right in the middle. 
It was like this: (Gesture: half an inch.) – surrounded on 
both sides by two small diamonds. I was like – whoa?

SILVeR RING: Yes – it was like a talisman – I wore it for 
eight or nine years – it was a small thing but it was big 
because I loved it.

PeARL RING: When I was a little girl about eight years old 
or so – this was in the ’40s – I got a very special present 
from my mother and father or from Santa. That’s who 
I thought it was at the time. Santa. What did I know I 
was kid? This was just after the Depression so, this was a 
very special ring. I wore it everyday, never took it off.
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SAPPHIRe RING: I wore it all the time for the last forty 
years, never took it off, but I lost one of the small 
diamonds – it fell out – and I wanted to get it fixed, so I 
put it in my purse to get it fixed – 

REFRAIN

¿Te recuerdas de la noche en ese hotel?

¿Cuando tu no pudiste encontrar tu bolsa?

Y estaba esa señora extraña

La que usaba peluca.

Y ella nos dio comida

Sin cobrarnos nada.

Se me perdió la billetera en la bodega.

SAPPHIRe RING: And about six months later I remembered 
I’d put the ring in that purse, but the purse just wasn’t 
there any more. maybe I gave it to the Salvation Army 
or the women’s shelter.

SILVeR RING: It went down the drain when I was in the 
shower, but I didn’t realize it. I remember thinking, 
‘my ring is coming off.’ I could feel it slipping, but 
you know, it was the shower and I think it was 
DeNIAL. Because I’m in the shower and everything is 
FLOWING and it was, well, because I’d had it for eight 
or nine years so how could it fall of now?

PeARL RING: Years later, I was out with my future husband. 
He had taken me to a party. Couldda been a wedding, 
couldda been a dinner party, I don’t remember. The 
point is – I had to go to the bathroom. I asked him to 
hold my ring so that when I washed my hands it didn’t 
fall into the drain. I gave it to him and said, ‘Hun hold 
this.’ I remember he put it in the breast pocket of his 
white shirt. After the party we went out to the park 
– well it couldda been a park, couldda been a car, 
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couldda been a lot of things – the point is, we had a 
make-out session. So I certainly wasn’t thinking about 
the ring then, that much I can assure you.

SILVeR RING: You know what they say about married 
people that when they first get married the engagement 
ring feels very present, like a reminder of the 
commitment and a ring leaves an indentation. So, the 
indentation was there but no ring and I just hadn’t 
realized it.

SAPPHIRe RING: This was soon after my uncle died in 2000 
– he was ninety-eight and very frugal – well, I got a nice 
inheritance from him and put it into the stock market in 
2000 and it just went: (Gesture: ‘to hell’.)

PeARL RING: Next day I realized he had the ring. Back then 
you just didn’t call people at the office like you do now. 
I had to wait until after five. Well, he had already taken 
the shirt to the cleaners. The cleaners didn’t have it.

SILVeR RING: I looked down and I saw it was gone and I 
was like, ‘Oh, it must have come off in the shower.’ And 
I never saw anything like it again.

SAPPHIRe RING: my uncle, he probably knows somehow 
that I’ve let him down, that all his money is gone and 
the ring, it’s just so irresponsible on my behalf. It’s so 
sad, the irony of this frugal man saving everything and 
I turn around and lose it all: the ring, ninety per cent of 
his money. I feel like I’ve erased him, like every last bit 
of him has vanished.

SINGeR: ‘The Bodega’.
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THE BODEGA

My wallet lost itself from me.

Perhaps I left it at the store.

I wouldn’t have missed it

Except that it carried within

The only photo

I had of you.

I asked the man at the store

But he shrugged his shoulders.

He sold me some cigarettes

And a carton of milk.

Do you remember the night in that hotel?

When you couldn’t find your purse?

And there was that strange woman,

The one who wore a wig,

And she gave us dinner

Without charging us anything?

Now I think of you

Each time I buy beer.

But without having that photo

I forget what you look like.

And perhaps a person who could be anybody

Who goes to that store

Now has your photo

And with it, my wallet

And with it, my dreams of you.

PeARL RING: That ring really meant so much to me. I never 
told my parents I lost it. I just couldn’t. I felt so awful. 
Knowing what it meant for them to buy it for me. I 
was so ashamed. Years later, my husband bought me 
another pearl ring. But it wasn’t as nice. First of all, it 
was white gold and it was set with two diamonds. Not 
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as beautiful as that simple pearl ring. That was so many 
years ago now, but I still feel emotional about it.

KHAN: Well I lost my job. Oh no it was terrible. everything 
was gone. I had nothing left. But you don’t want that. 
Only things. Like, ‘I lost something.’ I will think about it.

HIDE AND SEEK

Seems to me I always used to play

Hide and seek,

And I would wait so patiently

For someone to come and look for me.

And I can’t remember just how long I’d sit there,

I’ve forgotten, seems I can’t hold on to anything at all.

I lost the fourth grade journal

And the sweatshirt that was ruined

When I hid inside the closet

And knocked my mother’s perfume from the shelf

And smelled for weeks like I was going somewhere.

Seems to me I’m always spilling something,

Losing something, seeking something, hiding somewhere,

In my mother’s pretty blouses waiting ’til they come and 

find me.

But they’re not coming.

They’re not coming.

So I’m waiting in the dark,

Feeling just like Alice Adams

When she tries to throw a party

But nobody comes.

Seems to me I always used to play

Hide and seek,

And I am seeking something other

Than whatever there is now.
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If I could find some sort of memory

To give me some connection,

And I wonder, why is no one seeking me?

KHAN: Well, I didn’t lose anything. But my friends found 
a dinette set. A table and chairs. Nice. Wood. We were 
four guys living in the same apartment and we would 
eat sitting on the couch or the end-table, you know. SO 
with the table, we would all meet once a week to eat 
together at the table. It didn’t make us closer. It helped 
us eat better. We were already good friends.

COP: A lot of times we’ll be called in because the neighbors 
smell garbage – or gas – and then we’ll find a body. 
A lot of times…pets will…you know, if a body is left 
decomposing. Not cats but dogs. And mice and rats 
– a lot of times when we find a D.O.A. we’ll throw a 
book at it and you’ll see the mice and rats run out. eels 
too – if we have a D.O.A. that’s a floater, a lot of times 
you’ll have eels that crawl into the orifices, then you fish 
the body out and the eels slither out of the body.

TeRI: Now where is the Sargasso Sea, exactly?

PALINuRuS: In the Atlantic Ocean. It’s not a sea, per se. 
It’s a region, of the Atlantic. And would it spook you 
if I said that it overlaps with the so-called Bermuda 
Triangle?

TeRI: Another place where things go missing.

PALINuRuS: Precisely. And that’s the funny thing about 
the ocean. When you throw something in, you don’t 
generally get it back. And before we had stories about 
the Bermuda Triangle – we had stories about the 
Sargasso Sea. But the Sargasso Sea is not a place where 
things get lost. It’s a place where things get found.
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TeRI: Flotsam and jetsam.

PALINuRuS: everything. What gets lost in the ocean, well, 
it turns up there. This was the folk-belief. You read the 
Captain Nemo, the – 

TeRI: Jules Verne – 

PALINuRuS: Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, yes, 
and when the submarine, the Nautilus, takes its tour of 
Atlantis, first he describes the Sargasso Sea, and how 
it is full of all this – lost stuff. Simply because it is full 
of seaweed. A type of seaweed that the Portuguese 
sailors called ‘sargazo’. And this seaweed does collect 
driftwood, cork, things like that. It also, this is one of the 
big mysteries of the Sargasso Sea…it collects eels.

TeRI: eels.

PALINuRuS: Yes. Those slippery fellows. Well known to the 
Japanese gourmet as ‘unagi’.

TeRI: Yum.

PALINuRuS: my sentiments exactly. Now this is one of 
those scientific facts that sounds stranger than the myth 
or the fiction. But every eel in europe has to swim there 
to mate. And the baby eels are born. Then they – and 
this is still a mystery, we don’t know how – but then 
the eel larvae find their way back to europe. From the 
Sargasso Sea.

TeRI: Are those eels nostalgic?

PALINuRuS: Who can say? But if everything we lose 
ends up in the Sargasso Sea, maybe the eels are going 
to…you know, like rummaging around at the Salvation 
Army.
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Beep.

LAuRA: Are you there? It’s Laura. Okay. um, you know 
I went to Brazil, right, and, uh, I flew to Rio and I’m 
taking a taxicab from the airport to go to my hotel 
and what do I find on the floor of the taxicab. Are 
you sitting down? What do I find on the floor of the 
taxicab? I’m not fucking kidding you I find my shoe 
Okay. I lost the left shoe. Left Gucci pump. And I 
found a left Gucci pump. And I’m shaking because 
I feel like I’m in a fucking time-machine black-hole 
Sci-Fi movie like Logan’s run because there’s no way 
that this could fucking happen at all. And then I go 
through my bag and notice that all of this stuff in my 
bag is gone. And then it was like a Lion Witch and the 
Wardrobe kind of thing, and then I realize that the stuff 
that had disappeared had gone into this like crevice 
of my bag it’s got this like weird back pocket, and the 
shoe was in that pocket and then like, the bag opens, 
the shoe fell out, the other stuff fell in and I’m thinking 
I’m in a tesseract. Wrinkle in Time. Remember that book. 
madeline L’engle. So…

Beep. end of messages.

TOm: Yeah. I heard that Laura found her shoe. She’d been 
carrying it around with her the whole time. I think she 
thinks that’s funny. I don’t think it’s funny.

SeCuRITY GuARD: Well, I los’ my Palm Pilot.

DANCeR: I left my cell phone in the cab when I got out.

mOmmY: So, this is the story of the loss of Sniffle.

DAD: Kyle, come get this dog, it’s biting my leg, and it just 
smelly-farted, it might have to go outside.
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mOmmY: We were, Dad and I, and you three girls, on a 
car trip in Iowa. It was during easter vacation and we 
went to see the Amana colonies in Iowa, with all of the 
Amish people living there. Right, darling, where the 
Amana refrigerators come from. exactly. You were in, 
maybe, fourth grade, and the twins were in first grade. 
And there was that horrible snowstorm, and we were 
stuck in Grinnell, Iowa, on the way down? And we 
stayed in a motel in Grinnell, and when we could finally 
leave, the next day, the drifts were eight feet high, and 
we were very excited to get out of… (Laughs.) …God-
awful Grinnell!

And we were in the car for about a half an hour, and 
Ingrid suddenly asked, very worried, ‘Where’s Sniffle?’

DAD: Yeah, well, this dog here is a Boykin Spaniel, but our 
first dog, Boone, was a hunting dog, a chocolate lab. He 
was amazing at escaping – I had to build a brick-bottom 
pen for him so that he wouldn’t dig his way out and I 
put an electric fence around the bottom perimeter but 
that dog would endure any amount of pain to escape. 
He had bloody gums and abscesses from biting through 
the wire and once I saw him reach over the fence and 
pull the cyclone with his teeth and there was a blue 
arch going from the generator to his face for a long 
period of time and he pulled on that until the wire was 
busted and then he pulled it upwards so that he would 
be able to climb under. And then he dig a hole and 
tried to squeeze out sustaining a shock for at least thirty 
more seconds while he climbed under the wire. Well, 
anyway, we had a call from my sister in South Carolina 
that Boone had escaped and they hadn’t seen him for a 
week.
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DANCeR: So later – I was soooo exhausted, so I just 
totally spaced on the phone you know? – I called 
the number later, when I got home and nothing 
and I called and called and called and I just kept 
getting voice-mail voice-mail you know? Then 
finally the phone picks up and I hear these girls 
talking in the background, you know. This one girl 
is like, ‘Girl, you and that stupid phone you found,’ 
or something, and I could hear rustling and stuff 
because the phone was in her pocket or something 
and so I started screaming you know I was like: 
(putting his hands over his mouth and whispering a scream.) 
Heeeeeey!!! HeeeeeeeeeeeeeY! Helloooooooooooo! 
You know and I was making all this high-pitched 
noise you know, so she would hear me so I’m like 
oooooooooooooooooo! OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO! 
Heeeeeeeeyyyyyyyyyy!!! This is my phone 
HeeeeeeeeeeeY! And I am so fucking exhausted 
dude. I’m just so tired. Heeeeeeeeyyyy! And then I hear 
it just like rustled and shut off. And I’m like FAAACK!

mOmmY: Now, SNIFFLe was this tiny sock-doll. A little 
doll made from a nylon anklet, and stuffed with some 
kind of pillow filling, With little ball-shaped arms and 
legs, and little embroidered eyes and a mouth. You girls 
each had one, yours was red, and Allison’s was yellow, 
and Ingrid’s was light blue. And neither you nor Allison 
were particularly attached to yours, but Ingrid LOVeD 
hers, and she named it Sniffle. And we’re in the car, and 
Sniffle has disappeared. And poor Ingrid is hysterical. 
And Dad guessed that maybe Sniffle had been left 
behind in the hotel room, and we drove back and talked 
to the lady at the front desk
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DAD: I guess another three weeks passed and I just got to 
the place in my heart were I knew he must be dead and 
so I stopped praying and asking God to bring him back. 
And I told the boys and we drove the twelve-hour drive 
back to Louisiana.

DANCeR: I had this image of these two girls fucking hanging 
out in Central Park, walking through the park in school 
uniforms with my phone in their backpack…no, they’re 
not sexy, just, you know…regular school uniforms 
and I mean this image is soo clear to me. And I’m like 
FAAACK! And I call back and they don’t answer.

mOmmY: And you girls were all huddling around Dad and 
me, and then the lady said that everything in the rooms 
that got left behind got thrown away and was probably 
in the dumpster outside in the back, and Ingrid began 
SOBBING. And then you and Allison started to cry 
because you felt so sad for Ingrid. And the poor lady 
felt so bad. And I was trying to quiet you all down, 
which didn’t work at all, of course, because you were all 
devastated by the loss of Sniffle. And Dad was quiet for 
a few seconds, and then he asked the lady if he could 
take a look in the dumpster. So I took you girls to the 
car, and Dad got on his ski-pants and his big Sorrel 
boots and he climbed in there. And you girls became 
very quiet all of a sudden. The dumpster was absolutely 
enormous, and every now and then you could just see 
the top of Dad’s hat as he rummaged around in there. 
He must have been in there for about twenty minutes. 
It was freezing cold outside, and we kept wiping off 
the windows because they kept fogging up from our 
breathing.

DAD: But right when I got home, I got a call from my sister 
saying that someone had found Boone.
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DANCeR: So a couple of days later or something I try 
again and this woman answers and I’m like, ‘HeLLO 
HeLLO, this is my phone and I lost it in a cab please 
don’t hang up!’

mOmmY: And then, Dad’s arm shot up above the top of 
the dumpster – and there was Sniffle, in the palm of his 
hand. And Ingrid CRIeD.

DAD: I got back in the truck and drove another twelve 
hours right back to South Carolina. And when I saw 
him, you could just see every bone in his body and he 
had lost all his hair, just like a sack of bones and he 
didn’t want to eat. But the amazing thing is that Jake, 
my sister’s ten year-old son, when we had all given 
up our prayers – he didn’t stop praying and he kept 
believing that Boone would come back and he didn’t 
give up until he showed up.

DANCeR: And she was like, ‘Yeah, I just got out of this 
rehearsal…I’m a dancer. Do you know where Capezio’s 
is,’ you know and I was like, ‘I’m a dancer too.’ So she 
left it for me at Capezio’s.

mOmmY: It turned out that Sniffle had been in a pile of 
some awful kitchen garbage, or something, and he was 
covered with all these dark smudges. Dad didn’t want 
Ingrid to have Sniffle until he could wash him off, but 
Ingrid was desperate to hold Sniffle. And she rocked 
back and forth, with such love.

DAD: We brought Boone back to Louisiana and got him 
eating again, and he lived a good life for another…no 
what was it, I guess it was really close to three more 
years. We didn’t have a funeral, I’m not real big on that, 
cuz I don’t think animals have souls – the Bible doesn’t 
mention that so I don’t think that there will be dogs in 
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heaven. The Bible does talk about all the magnificent 
creatures that are in heaven, seraphim and angels, but I 
just think of dogs as good friends that I have for a while 
and then they live on in my memory

DANCeR: Oh and the worst part of this whole story is that 
two hours after I got it from Capezio’s, I was fucking 
running up the stairs and I tripped and fucking cracked 
the whole phone. It was in my pocket and I – my hip 
landed on it and broke it. I had a huge fucking bruise.

mOmmY: And your father was all covered in coffee 
grounds… (Laughs gently.) …and all sorts of horrendous 
stuff. And it was a very beautiful experience, when 
I think back on it now; of course back then, it was 
probably smelly and exhausting and stressful. But I can 
still remember Ingrid’s face, all red and swollen from 
tears, as she hugged Sniffle. Would you like another 
glass of wine darling?

SeCuRITY GuARD: I los’ my Palm Pilot runnin’ from Worl’ 
Trade. I work at Batt’ry Park Aut’ority an’ Worl’ Trade 
at night. When na firs’ plane hit, my boss ’ee say, go 
secure da baseball fiel’ for da’ secret service comin’. I 
was checkin’ I.D.s and, you know, secure da area for the 
secret service comin’ wit’ a helicopter, goin’ land in da 
fiel’. So, I rode my bike to da baseball field. The Palm 
Pilot, it must have fall out of my pocket.

When the first building fall, I see da cloud comin’, and 
we can see below it, but not above level. So, we all fall 
on da ground, and when we got up we was all covered 
like ghost. An’ I foun’ a hose and spray on my face, on 
my head, I was in charge of the fiel’, so I know where 
everyt’ing was.
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When second one fall we all start runnin’ into 
Stuyvesant High School.

Tracy fin’ it. Da police fin’ my Palm Pilot and Tracy see 
it was mine an’ she say she know me and she call. So, I 
got it back.

SOCIAL WORKeR: In my case, I lost all my possessions and 
then I lost my mind. I gave everything to a maharaja. 
He was sixteen. In New York, not in India. We would 
meditate the goal was to become ego-less, you know, so 
by giving away all of your earthly goods you become 
ego-less. There was this place, a store sort of, where 
you’d bring all of your stuff. And God only knows what 
they did with it then. And they gave me, you know, 
like a skirt to wear. There were things that I’m still sad 
I gave away. One was this little wooden tugboat that 
my mother gave to me and, like, her mother gave it to 
her, and hers to her, and like I’m sure it had been in the 
family for generations. But that was a crazy time.

SONG – I GAVE IT AWAY

Been thinking about the way you left, 

And about the things you used to say;

Said you had given me your heart, 

Said we would never be apart.

Now you call and ask to come on by,

Say you left things behind and

I could 

Give you all your things but

Why should 

I when you made me

Cry? Would 

You give my heart back to me? 
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So if you’re missing the clothes you left by the bed,

I gave them away; 

And those old books that you read ,

I gave them away; 

You chose to play with my head.

And if you’ve lost all your power to sleep at night, 

You’ve lost your belief things will be all right, 

You can’t find your strength and your will to fight,

Well I have all that too, and I’m not gonna give it back.

SOCIAL WORKeR: I had some pretty amazing hallucinations 
from meditating. I remember one where this guy I was 
with, his head like turned into a flame, sort of going up, 
elongated, like whoosh, and this voice said, ‘If the face 
of God frightens you, don’t look.’ Pretty far-out stuff.

But then I had this car accident. I was lucky because 
you know, sometimes, I’d drive around with my eyes 
closed –you know, only the blind see, yudda yudda 
– and I got into this accident, went through a stop sign. 
But the accident was like it for me. I was like, what are 
you doing? I had done the sex and the drugs and the 
rock and roll and europe and anarchy and now religion. 
Then I went back to school and met certain people, like 
my husband. And then you get on a different track.

REFRAIN:

So if you’re missing the sheets you bought when we met,

I gave them away;

The dog you left at the vet,

I gave her away; 

You lied so that’s what you get. 

And if you’ve lost all your power to sleep at night, 

You’ve lost your belief things will be all right, 

You can’t find your strength and your will to fight,

Well I have all that too, and I’m not gonna give it back.
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COP: But back with the lost things – sometimes with 
organized crime we’ll find a body and it’ll be missing…
something – head, fingers – something. And a lot of 
times that’s a sign, a signal. We’ll find a body in the 
fields or whatever without a head or hands. It’s a signal. 
And a lot of times – now I’ve got nothing against 
homosexuals or the gay COmmuNITY but a lot of 
times in those cases when a homosexual will kill another 
homosexual – a lot of times the genitals will be missing. 
And that’s a sign, too – that’s a signal.

SONG – ICH TRAUMT DU KAMST AN MICH

Ich traumt du kamst an mich (‘I dreamt that you came to me’)

Und susslich mich gegrusst. (‘And sweetly looked at me.’)

Du sagst, ‘Ich liebe dich’ (‘You said, “I love you”’)

Und herzlich mich gekusst. (‘And kissed me deeply.’)

Ab’ traume sind nicht war, (‘But dreams are never true,’)

Ich bin allein heut Morgen. (‘I am alone this morning.’)

Du bist gar nimmer da, (‘For you are never there,’)

Mein Herz ist volle Sorgen. (‘My heart is filled with grief.’)

COP: We get a call from the super of this building – he finds 
a partially mummified human head in a paper bag in 
the garbage! And he doesn’t know what to make of this! 
Turns out, a woman in the building, her husband died 
and she’s been dragging him around the apartment for 
weeks – dragging him around by his HeAD! By his 
HeAD!

PeT PSYCHIC: Sure I’ll find lost things. Lost pets. People 
will call and say, ‘I’ve lost Fluffy can you help me find 
her.’ I’m a people psychic as well as a pet psychic. I 
took a class back in the ’80s. At a community college. It 
was called ‘Consciousness Frontiers’. I trained myself. 
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Anyone can do it. You can do it. You CAN. I used to be 
a stockbroker.

DISPOSeAPHOBIC™: Where are you? manhattan? 
Brooklyn? I only ask because we deal with a lot of 
disposeaphobics™ in the Village. I’m in Queens. exit 
veinte-tres rights near the Long Island Distressway. The 
Long Island Distressway.

COP: And she’s dragged him around so much – his head 
pops off! And she doesn’t know what to do – so she puts 
the head in a paper bag and puts it out front with the 
garbage. And the super finds it! It’s crazy, right? You got 
to laugh. You just got to laugh. But never in front of the 
family.

PeT PSYCHIC: A couple of weeks ago I was talking to this 
old horse. Just this great old horse. And I asked him 
how things were and he said its been a tough year for 
rabbits. And I laughed and said really what do you 
mean? And he said well a lot of them had been dying 
they go down by the river and drink the water and it 
was making them sick. And I said well why don’t you 
tell the rabbits and the horse just said you can’t tell a 
rabbit anything. I love that.

DISPOSeAPHOBIC™: Disposeaphobics™. They collect things 
they find on the street – anything from cat hair to rocks. 
It’s all about emotional attachment. They are attached 
to these things they collect. These people are not stupid. 
They’re not well, but they’re not stupid. We get lots of 
lawyers and teachers. Lots of teachers. Lots of women 
teachers. I did a seminar at the Learning Annex on how 
to rid your life of clutter forever and I can’t tell you how 
many teachers showed up. The people who showed 
up were of two types, either they were there so I could 
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teach them how to file. Literally, ‘Ron, how do I file?’ 
And I said this is NOT what this seminar is about. I’m 
not going to show people how to fucking file. Lots of 
teachers.

PeT PSYCHIC: A friend of mine called me once his brother 
had been out fishing on a lake and the boat had 
returned, but his brother was gone. And my friend 
called to ask me what happened. And I said your 
brother had a heart attack and fell over the side of the 
boat. And then he wanted my help trying to find the 
body. I was on the phone with him and he was on a 
walkie-talkie communicating with the divers. And it 
was like I was seeing behind the eyes of the divers. I 
actually saw where the body was but by the time the 
message got through the diver had turned and he didn’t 
see it. And the dead brother was also sending me little 
messages – he told me that his son almost made him 
a grandfather. And when I told his son that he started 
to cry, because it turned out he had been seeing a girl 
and she had been pregnant and had got an abortion 
and that’s why they’d broken up. Hm? Oh, yes, I work 
with the police too. usually murders and rape cases. But 
it’s completely anonymous. They don’t acknowledge I 
work with them and I don’t want them to.

COP: Have you heard of the Colombian Necktie? Yeah, 
that’s where they slit your throat and pull out your 
tongue through the hole. The Colombian drug lords 
do that. This one time we found – now this is a terrible 
thing – we found this guy’s whole family – they’d been 
killed by the Colombians. Killed his wife and raped her 
– raped his twelve year-old daughter, sodomized their 
nine year-old boy – slit their throats, pulled out their 
tongues and hung their bodies from the shower curtain 
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rod. And you know – shower curtain rods are flimsy 
things and I’m thinkin’ – I ask my superior officer – 
what the hell kinda shower rod is that you can hang up 
a whole family? You know, you don’t wanna laugh but 
sometimes you just need to, you know? It’s either that 
or: (Insinuating nod and drinking motion.) – you know?

DISPOSeAPHOBIC™: The worst case I’ve seen? Well that 
depends because what are you talking about here? The 
worst stench? The worst clutter? The worst roaches? 
The most despicable person? Because a lot of these 
people are assholes. Serious assholes. They yell and 
scream and treat you like crap and I’m like, ‘Hey you 
called me. You’re about to get evicted so don’t yell at 
me.’ First, I try love with them. If that doesn’t work I 
use my Nazi approach. my mix between the Nazi and 
the Russian approach.

How do I do what I do? (Long pause.) How do you do 
what you do? How are you an actor? If someone says 
to you how do you act? Would you know what to say? 
Come on.

most of these people have no sense of time. They’ve 
lost touch with reality. You see I get them to come back 
to reality by having them look at their watch. If that 
doesn’t work, I have other techniques. I’m also trained 
in open-eyed hypnosis. Yes, I know how to hypnotize 
people while they’re awake. For example if I said to 
you – don’t think of a big blue house and don’t think 
of a green barn behind it. What did you think of? You 
couldn’t help but think of those things. I’m trained in 
techniques like that.

What causes this? O.C.D., Depression. We all get 
depressed. I get depressed. You get depressed. Don’t 
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you? Don’t you get depressed? Why are you an actor? 
Huh? Why? So you get to act like you’re happy ninety 
per cent of the time.

PeT PSYCHIC: Oh. Oh. This one man had these beautiful 
Chatahootchi leopard dogs and he wanted me to ask the 
dog what he really enjoyed. And the dog said, ‘A hot 
poop on a cold day.’ Now how am I supposed to tell this 
man that? Well, I guess what else does the dog have to 
worry about?

COP: Well, I hope that helps you out. Here, let me get 
that for you. No, no it’s on me. Come on – no, I insist. 
Listen, life has been very good to me. If I can help out 
some young people, I will.

DRIVeR’S LICeNSe: I don’t have it sir. I lost it. I don’t have 
my I.D. I was just going to get come cigarettes…come 
on man…I was just on my way to get some cigarettes…I 
was just going to get some cigarettes…come on man…
come on man…come on don’t do this to me man, I was 
just going to get some cigarettes…please, come on don’t 
do this to me…sir…michael Smith, sir…come on man, 
please don’t do this to me…I don’t have it sir I lost it…I 
lost it…I’m just going to get some cigarettes I’m staying 
at my girl’s around the corner…please don’t do this to 
me man… (A policeman’s voice: ‘If you don’t shut the fuck 
up not only are you going to fucking jail but you’ll be going to 
fucking Bellevue.’) …come on please I was just going to 
get some cigarettes…

SONG – LOST HORIZON

I want to live in Shangri-la

Without you,

Above the mountains where the snow falls down;
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I want to sail away and find lost cities

Underneath the ocean floor;

I want to live in Xanadu

Without you,

With Kublai Khan so I can smoke my pipe and dream of 

you;

I want to sail away and learn what sin is

In Sodom and Gomorrah,

Imaginary cities that lie under the ocean.

And did you say

I seemed so far away

Am I OK?

Why couldn’t I stay?

My boat is sinking into the wide Sargasso Sea,

This is my lost horizon,

This is my lost horizon,

I’m gonna find Atlantis.

I want to live in Babylon

Without you,

In hanging gardens where nobody talks the way you do;

I want to sail away and find lost cities

All full of Trojan horses,

Imaginary cities

That lie under the ocean.

And did you say

I seemed so far away

Am I OK?

Why couldn’t I stay?

My boat is sinking in to the wide Sargasso Sea,

This is my lost horizon,

This is my lost horizon,

This is my lost horizon.

TeRI: Why don’t we take a call. This is Linda, from 
Wilmington, Delaware. Linda?
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LINDA: Yes. Hi, Terri, hi Professor Palinorotz.

TeRI / PALINuRuS: Hello.

LINDA: When you’re talking about this, uh, psychology, I 
wonder, does Freud have anything to say about this? 
And I’ll take my answer off the air.

TeRI: Well, that’s a good question. Doctor Palinurus, is 
there a Freudian Atlantis?

PALINuRuS: If you want to see those eels as phallic 
symbols, maybe. (Laughter.) Actually, I’m glad the caller 
asked that. Because of course Freud has something to 
say about loss. Say you lose something. I don’t know. 
A little box of cookies. Well, Freud says, maybe there’s 
some reason why you lost the cookies. maybe your 
mother has told you that you need to lose weight. 
Or maybe these cookies were a particular favorite of 
someone you loved very much. And you feel guilty 
enjoying such cookies when she can’t.

TeRI: even when we don’t know it, our actions make sense.

PALINuRuS: Yes. But what I’d like to ask back is: nostalgia. 
Literally, in Greek, this means a kind of pain. Algia: is 
pain. And nostos, the Greek word, means ‘homecoming’. 
So nostalgia is the pain you get from going home again. 
But why do we use this word to refer to thinking about 
things we lost? Because it’s not a pain. It’s a pleasure. 
We enjoy this. And one thing you might say, if you like 
Freud, is: sometimes we need to lose something before 
we can enjoy it. Or maybe we enjoy it better. I could 
say to you, Teri, that I wish I had some cookies now, to 
dip in my cup of tea. But the cookies taste better in my 
mind than they would if you gave me cookies. Is that 
Platonic thinking? Is that Freudian thinking? I don’t 
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know. But that’s nostalgia. Although Freud doesn’t use 
the word.

TeRI: We’re a long way from Atlantis now.

PALINuRuS: Well, actually…funny you should mention it… 
Do you know how Freud became a scientist? His first 
job, he received a university grant to do graduate work, 
to find the testes of the eel.

TeRI: So there is a connection!

PALINuRuS: Yes. And their missing testes. Which weren’t 
really missing…it’s not like, ‘Oh dear, what did I do 
with my eel gonads.’ Nobody could find them. The 
reproduction of the eel is still a mystery. We know where 
they do it – 

TeRI: Atlantis –

PALINuRuS: Sargasso Sea, yes, but even now, when we 
think science has solved so much, there’s this little bit of 
mystery.

mAN ON THe PHONe: Trey… ‘Hello, how are you?’ then. 
So… (Breathes deep.) …I was living in Fulbourn. This was 
in 1976. I had just divorced my first wife and I was… 
(Breathes.) …incredibly depressed, sleeping with anyone 
I could and drinking and doing drugs and…

And so…this is the bit. I woke up in this room in some 
college in Cambridge. I didn’t know who I slept with 
or who was next to me in bed and so I stumbled out of 
bed and… (Breathes.) …I got dressed and started to walk 
to Fulbourn, which was about an hour’s walk. It was 
the beginning of dawn, so the light… And I… The sun 
was coming up and I remember thinking… There was a 
lamp-post and the thought I had – I mean I remember 
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what I wanted to say… ‘The sun has come up and the 
lamp-post is still on.’ But when I got to the word ‘lamp’ 
I couldn’t think of the word. The word was missing. 
But it wasn’t like I had forgotten what the word was… 
I’m not explaining this very well… Look, Trey… They 
didn’t exist then of course, but it was like…it was like 
my mind was a computer and the word had just been 
deleted. I was racing my mind, trying to get the word 
out before it was deleted from the other side.

I was walking along the railroad and there was a big 
fence and I’d think – well, that’s a big ‘ – ’. Or I’d look 
down and think I can see my ‘ – ’. Shoe.

Yes, that’s it. Yes. Like I’d never been told the name of 
it. But I knew what it was, what it did. Just not what it 
was called. And by the end of the walk to Fulbourn, I 
had lost all words.

I sat around the house with my friends and I remember 
just going about my normal everyday business, eating, 
sleeping. But I wasn’t talking. And…

Long silence.

And when I woke up, my language had returned.

Is that what you wanted? Good. All right Trey. Good… 
Good Luck. Bye.

SONG – ETCH-A-SKETCH

Once I was a Lockian tabula rasa:

I soaked up information,

Like wedding invitations,

I knew that the capital of the Congo was Kinshasa,

And every other nation
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Where friends of mine vacation.

I’m an Etch-a-Sketch (but now I’m all shook up.) 

I’m a piece of wax (but now the imprint’s lost.)

The works of Trollope,

The periodic table,

And where to buy men’s suits,

Or fashionable boots,

The setting and the moral of each of Aesop’s fables,

All kinds of foreign fruit,

And how to play the flute:

Lately though I find that I’m not quite as able

To come up with square roots

And trivial pursuits.

I’m an Etch-a-Sketch (but now I’m all shook up.) 

I’m a piece of wax (but now the imprint’s lost.)

Now I can’t remember the things that I was thinking,

Like when do chickens baste?

Or how a kiss should taste;

Who was the president who came after Lincoln? 

My blackboard’s been erased,

My blackboard’s been erased.

GReAT AuNT: Well. Because of my situation I’ve lost 
everything that was valuable to me. Just remember 
unless it’s nailed on you or hanging off of you hold on 
to it because it all goes.

The HYPOCRISY of these people who would come 
to help. They would come in the morning and say 
‘Oh, what a lovely “ – ”  ms. Weller’, and then it would 
be gone. There were so many people helping that I 
couldn’t pin anything on any one person. And I’m 
glad. I made a crocheted blanket. It took me weeks to 
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make it. Because I’m sitting around all the time, so I can 
do this. And it wasn’t the kind with you know, all the 
circles. I HATe those. And I went into the hospital and 
I thought, I should put this away before I go. Someone 
might want it. I should tuck it away. And I folded it up 
and put it right into the closet. I know exactly where I 
put it. And when I got out of the hospital I kept it there 
because I still was worried that someone might take 
it. Then, when it was time to come here, it was gone. 
Gone.

You have to defend yourself until the day you die. 
until you just can’t any more, because who else is 
going to do it for you? But they’ll take anything. Not 
necessarily china, because who has the room for it any 
more. everyone lives in these one-bedroom apartments. 
Nothing lasts. And silver, they wouldn’t know what 
to do with it probably. They don’t know beans about 
polishing it or using it or what to do with it. People 
should just buy from the five-and-dime.

OLDeR WOmAN: Well, first let me start by saying that I put 
things places all the time and I don’t remember where 
I put them. And you have to talk slow, it’s not just the 
volume of your voice, but you have to talk slow and 
clear, it’s the speed I process the information at.

Okay, that said, my mother had a very thin necklace, 
not silver, not white gold – platinum! With three 
diamonds all in a line. mother didn’t like jewelry, she 
thought people who wore a lot were: (points to head.) 
So, she gave it to me. Well, I had jury duty downtown 
and I was on the way there, I was walking, and three 
boys were across the street and they were laughing. I 
was eighteen at the time and they were laughing. So, I 
reached in to make sure I was wearing a slip – women 
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wore slips under their dresses at that time, you see. So 
I reached in to make sure… (Gingerly fingers strap of her 
dress.) And I walked and a few minutes later I felt for 
the necklace and it was… (Smiles, nods.) …it was gone. 
When I had reached in to check for my slip, I must 
have snapped the chain. It was so thin.

I don’t remember if mother was mad. You see, I always 
wanted mother’s approval, I always wanted her to like 
me, to love me. And she was not a good person, and not 
a very good mother. And I have blocked out the bad 
things about her, I don’t remember them, and I only 
remember the good things. So, I don’t remember if she 
was mad. But if she was true to form, she really let me 
have it.

SONG – STARS

When I lost my keys you told me the words of Plato, 

That our possessions are only shadows Echoes of fate, so

The things that you lose, you never possessed,

You’re only remembering,

Only remembering.

And all we see is stars,

Falling from so far away;

The things that we see are just memories of the things 

that used to be.

So I know that you understand that nothing we have is 

real,

We’re just trying to get back to a place we knew before;

So when I leave you you’ll know, I’m just a shadow, an 

echo,

You never possessed me,

Never possessed me.
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And all we see is stars,

Falling from so far away;

The things that we see

Are just memories of the things that used to be.

TeRI: And that’s your argument, is…

PALINuRuS: …is that, yes, it is mysterious. How we lose 
things. How time only goes in one direction. And 
memory. Put it this way: I’m an old man, Teri, my 
memory’s not so good any more. This happens. But 
when I first came to this country, to America, I was very 
surprised. Because people here, the memory is very 
short. It is a young country and like a young person this 
country forgets things so easily, casts them aside.

TeRI: So you think we have a – it’s like a goldfish culture, 
with a five-minute memory?

PALINuRuS: I was like that once.

TeRI: I think we all were.

PALINuRuS: But let me tell you a famous story, Teri. There 
was a poet, in ancient Greece. Simonides. And he 
is invited to perform at a banquet where the host, a 
king, has offended the gods. But Simonides is a poet, 
he praises the gods, the gods like him. So after he has 
performed for the king and his guests, a messenger 
comes, and says, ‘There is somebody here to talk to 
you, Simonides.’ He goes outside. There is no one there. 
But at that very moment, the banquet-hall collapses.

TeRI: The gods were on his side.

PALINuRuS: Yes. But the story, Teri. Because there were so 
many people at the king’s banquet. And all of them 
lost when this hall collapses. And the bodies were so 
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mangled that the relatives who came to take them away 
for burial could not tell which was which. But Simonides 
closed his eyes, and remembered his performance, 
remembered singing his poetry to every person there, 
and he remembered the place-settings at the banquet, 
and thus he could tell the grieving families which were 
their dead. The Greeks called Simonides the inventor of 
the art of memory. For this reason.

TeRI: What an evocative story.

PALINuRuS: Yes, Teri, yes. And it is no accident that he was 
a poet. Because nostalgia? Is just how you feel about the 
things you lose. We use words to do it. Literary fiction. 
Like a poet. It’s a way of keeping those things, by 
recollecting, by, uh, commemorating.

TeRI: Big things, too. Continents.

PALINuRuS: Anything. Big things, little… Like I said, car 
keys. Are important too. my wife, madeleine, used 
to say, and she’s been dead now for six years, come 
December…she was fond of saying to me, ‘Sascha, this 
world is made of little things. What is important…is to 
see them largely.’

TeRI: And I think you’ve helped us to do that, Doctor.

PALINuRuS: Well, I hope so, Teri. Just a little.

end.






















